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Abstract 

A correspondence between 1) rank 2 completely integrable systems 
of Jacobians of algebraic curves and 2) (holomorphically) symplectic 
surfaces, was established in a previous paper by the first author. A 
more general abelian variety that occurs as a Liouville torus of inte- 
grable systems is a prym variety associated to a triple (5, W, V) con- 
sisting of a curve 5, a finite group W of automorphisms of 5 and an 
integral representation V. Often W is a Weyl group of a reductive 
group and V is the root lattice. The phase space of such integrable 
systems is fibered by generalized prym varieties of a family of curves 
Su, u G U. We establish an analogous correspondence between: 

i) Rank 2 integrable systems of generalized prym varieties. 

ii) Varieties X of dimension 1 4- dim(V) with a W-action and an 
invariant V-valued 2-form. 
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If V is one dimensional then X is a symplectic surface. We obtain 
a rigidity result: When the dimension of V is at least 2, under mild 
additional assumptions, all the quotient curves Su/W are isomorphic to 
a fixed curve C. This rigidity result imposes considerable constraints on 
the variety X. X admits a PF-invariant fibration to C and the generic 
fiber has an affine structure modeled after V. Examples discussed 
include: Hitchin systems, reduced finite dimensional coadjoint orbits 
of loop algebras, and principal bundles over elliptic K3 surfaces. 

1    Introduction 

Algebraically integrable systems occur in a wide variety of contexts in al- 
gebraic geometry. They are algebraic Poisson manifolds, along with a ring 
of Poisson commuting functions, and local identifications of the symplectic 
leaves with open subsets of Lagrangian fibrations 

U:A^U (1.1) 

where U is some open set in C9, A is 2g dimensional, holomorphically sym- 
plectic, and the fibers of 11 are Abelian varieties. The identifications are 
such that the Hamiltonian flows are linear in the Abelian varieties. The 
local structure of an algebraically integrable system, at least when the man- 
ifold is symplectic, is then that of a fibration (1.1). Given such a local 
structure, when [/, say, is a small open ball, one could ask if there is some 
suitable invariant that distinguishes it, and allows an identification at least 
in the neighborhood of a leaf with some known integrable system. 

When the Abelian varieties are Jacobians, this question was examined 
in [23]. Associated to a Lagrangian fibration J -> U of Jacobians as in (1.1), 
one has a family S -> U of genus g Riemann surfaces, and with some choices, 
one has an Abel map A : § —> JT. A key invariant turns out to be the rank 
of the pull-back A* (£2) of the symplectic form on J. In the minimal case 
when the rank is two, so that A* (ft) has square zero, there is a null foliation 
of dimension g — 1 on S which one can quotient out to obtain a symplectic 
surface Q. In examples, this surface often extends to an algebraic surface 
Q, and the symplectic form to a global meromorphic form. One can show 
that the original JT is "birationally" symplectomorphic to the Hilbert scheme 
Hilbg(Q) of degree g zero-cycles on Q, in such a way that the Lagrangian 
leaves of the foliation are the degree g Hilbert schemes Hilb9(Su) of zero- 
cycles on the images in Q of the fibers Su of S; birationality here means that 
there is an analytic variety Y of dimension 2g which maps in a generically 
bijective way both to J and to Hilb9(Q).   Thus, the surface encodes the 
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integrable system. There is then a correspondence: 

local rank-2 integrable .     . 
c T     . . <->     symplectic surfaces 

systems of Jacobians 

Our aim here is to examine the analogous constructions which can be carried 
through when one has a Lagrangian fibration of generalised Prym varieties 
over U. These Prym varieties are associated to a finite group W acting 
simultaneously on Riemann surfaces and on a lattice x 0f rank v. In this 
case, the analogue of the rank two condition for the Jacobian case yields us 
a t>-f 1-dimensional variety X, equipped with ax*® C-valued two-form. At 
least in the algebro-geometric case, we show that giving such an X satisfying 
appropriate conditions allows us to reconstruct the integrable system. Our 
correspondence will then be: 

local rank —2 integrable (v + 1)— folds X, with a 
systems of Pryms (x* ® C)—valued two form 

Both the Jacobian case and this Prym case of the rank two condition 
have the advantage of on the one hand, encompassing a wide selection, if 
not most, of the known classical examples, while at the same time giving a 
fairly restrictive constraint on the integrable systems (there are considerable 
constraints on the variety X). The condition thus seems to pick out the 
natural examples, and provides an intrinsic characterization of them. 

The example which served as motivation is the class of systems studied 
by Hitchin [20,21], and generalised by Bottacin [5] and Markman [28], that 
has recently provoked a great deal of interest (e.g., [8,12,13,26,32]). One 
chooses a reductive complex linear algebraic group G with Lie algebra g and a 
compact Riemann surface E. Given an effective divisor D on E, one considers 
the moduli space M.(D) of stable pairs (£7, 0) where E is a holomorphic G- 
bundle over E, and 0 is a holomorphic section of ad(E) ®Kx(D). This space 
has a natural Poisson structure, and with respect to this structure one has 
an integrable Hamiltonian system whose Hamiltonians are defined in terms 
of the invariant polynomials on g applied to the section 0. 

This system has two interesting specialisations. The first is obtained 
when D = 0; this is Hitchin's original case. The moduli space is then 
symplectic. The other is obtained by choosing the Riemann sphere as the 
base curve E. One can then identify suitable open sets of the symplectic 
leaves of the moduli space with a reduction of products of coadjoint orbits 
for the Lie algebra g. Many classical integrable systems can be formulated 
as special cases of these second systems. ([2,3,18,19,31]) 

For G = Gl(r, C), the Hitchin systems and their generalisations are in- 
tegrable systems of Jacobians and give examples of rank two systems [23]. 
To a pair (J?, </>) one can associate a "spectral curve" 5, the spectrum of </>, 
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in the surface Q obtained from the total space of the canonical line bundle 
KJ:(D) over E by blowing up at some points lying over the divisor D. One 
also has a line bundle L over S which is essentially the (dual of) the eigenline 
bundle of S. These spectral curves 5, and the line bundles L over them, en- 
code the pairs (£?, </>). The Lagrangian fibration is then the projection which 
associates to a pair (5, L) the curve S'. One shows that this system has rank 
two, and that the surface associated to it is locally isomorphic to Q [23]. 

When the group G is a reductive group other than G/(r,C), there is 
a more general spectral curve S which does not lie in K^^ but rather in 
the vector bundle K^ ® f), where f) is the Cart an subalgebra of g, with 
corresponding group H. The generalisation of the line bundle in this case 
becomes an if-bundle over S. Both curve and bundle are invariant under 
the action of the Weyl group W, and the local structure of the integrable 
system is that of a fibration 

by generalised Prym varieties over a set U parametrising a family of W- 
invariant curves. These Prym varieties parametrise W-invariant if-bundles 
over the spectral curves 5 (see [7,13,32]). We will see that these systems 
satisfy our generalised rank two condition, and that the variety X associated 
to them is i^s (g> \). 

More generally, then, we can consider the action of any finite group W 
on the curves Su in a family U of W-invariant curves, and a representation of 
the group on a finite-dimensional lattice x — ^\ inducing a representation 
on the complex vector space V = x ®rl C (In the Hitchin case, x was the 
co-root lattice). One then has an action on the Jacobians J of the curves, 
and so a diagonal action on J ®% x- Our generalised Prym varieties will 
be connected components of the fixed point sets {J ®zx)W- Now let us 
consider the associated fibration Pr —> [/, and assume that the foliation has 
a symplectic form CJ, such that the projection to U is Lagrangian. We will 
prove: 

Theorem 1.1. Let the system IPr —> U have rank two, and assume that it 
satisfies genericity conditions A and B given below. Restricting U if neces- 
sary, 

(i) There is a v+1 dimensional complex manifold X into which the curves 
Su all embed. R is equipped with a generically non-degenerate V*-valued two 
form Vty-  The group W acts on X, preserving fiy. 

(ii) Let v > 2. the manifold X comes equipped with a codimension 1 W- 
invariant foliation ('tyo-foliation"). The form defines a bundle map between 
the tangent spaces to the leaves, and the tensor product of the conormal 
bundle to the leaves with V*. 
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This is proven in Section 2 of the paper. A more detailed version, with 
a stronger genericity assumption, is given in Theorem 2.8. In Section 3, we 
prove a rigidity theorem: under reasonable assumptions, the simultaneous 
quotient of X by the foliation and by the group W is a fixed curve. 

Theorem 1.2. Assume that the system satisfies genericity conditions A and 
B1', as well as regularity Condition 3.1, given below. The manifold X admits 
a W-invariant fibration to a closed curve S. The quotient curves Su/W 
are sections of X/W —> S. In particular, all the quotient curves Su/W are 
isomorphic to S. The projection from X to E is V-Lagrangian (Definition 
5.2) which, roughly, means that each fiber is Qy-isotropic and the fiber over 
a generic point a G E has an affine structure modeled after the vector space 
TaE®F*. 

In Section 4 we reformulate the genericity and regularity assumptions we 
have made along the way in terms of a single algebro-geometric assumption 
(Assumption 4.1); this assumption is a natural one on the curves, and it is 
equivalent to the Assumptions A, B7 and Condition 3.1 of Theorem 1.2; it 
implies the conditions A and B of Theorem 1,1. We then develop a simple 
geometric criterion for proving this assumption (Theorem 4.8). In Section 5 
we prove a converse to Theorem 1.1: 

Theorem 1.3. Let X be a v + 1 dimensional complex manifold, with a sub- 
mersion onto a closed curve E. Let X be equipped with a minimally non- 
degenerate V*-valued two form fiy, such that the group W acts on X, pre- 
serving fly, and preserving the fibers of the map to E. Assume that there is a 
smooth W-invariant curve SQ in X, on which W acts generically freely with 
quotient E. Then, deforming SQ in X, the family of smooth W-invariant 
curves Su defines a rank-2 integrable system of Prym varieties. 

It should be noted that, in the large, several integrable systems can 
correspond to the same variety X. The systems are classified by extra data 
such as cohomology classes (see Section 5.3.3). Thus, if one starts with an 
integrable system of Prym varieties, applies the first two theorems to get 
the variety X -» E, and then applies Theorem 1.3, the systems one ends 
up with are not necessarily globally isomorphic to the original system. The 
isomorphism holds only in a neighbourhood of one of the Prym varieties. 

Section 6 is devoted to examples: the classical case of the Prym varieties 
of double covers is considered, then coadjoint orbits in loop algebras and the 
Hitchin systems. We close with an example of current relevance: the moduli 
space of principal bundles over an elliptic K3 surface, which we discuss in 
Section 7. 
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2    Prym Varieties 

2,1    Definitions 

We begin this section by summarising the notation we will work with. Let 

- W be a finite group, 

- X: a free Z-module of rank v on which W acts linearly, and faithfully, 

- V = x ®z C, a complex representation of W. The representation V decom- 
poses as a sum J2i miVi of irreducibles Vi. 

- Let U C C? be an open ball, 

- a : S -» U, a holomorphic submersion whose fiber at u E U is a compact 
Riemann surface Su of fixed genus g. We suppose that W^ acts on § —> [/, 
inducing a trivial action on the base [/, so that W acts on each Su. We will 
suppose that these actions are generically free: W embeds into Aut(Su). 

- Let p : Jf -> U be the corresponding fibration of Jacobians, on which W 
then also acts. Jf has an invariant 0-section, given by the trivial line bundle. 
Throughout the paper, we identify Jacobians and the degree 0 component 
of the Picard variety. 

• For any of the Jacobians Ju, we can consider the tensor product Ju ®z Xi 
which is isomorphic to the Cartesian product (Ju)

v. Let px : JJ ®z X ~^ U 
denote the associated fibrewise tensor product. 

■ We can associate to the group action a generalised Prym variety 

Pru = {Ju®zx)™, 

the connected component of the identity of the fixed point set of the diagonal 
jy-action on Ju <S>z X- (The classical Prym varieties correspond to taking 
W = Z/2 and x — % ^he canonical sign representation). Let Pr —> U be 
the corresponding fibration; it is a component of the fixed point set of the 
VF-action on Jf ®z X- 

Remark. 1) The condition that W be represented faithfully on x ls not 

unduly restrictive. If the representation has a kernel G, one can reduce the 
problem up to isogeny to studying W/G invariant systems on Pryms defined 
over the curves Su/G. In fact, if S —>> S/G is ramified then J(S/G) —>► J(S) 
is injective, with image the identity component of the G-invariant subgroup 
J{S)G. Thus, 

[AS) ® xir - ms) ® x}G)rG - [HS/G) ® x}7/G 
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2) Similarly, if V is faithful but the map from W to Aut(S) has kernel G, 
one can replace (up to isogeny) W by W/G, and x by xGi the G invariant 
submodule. 

IAS) ® xlo^ - ([ J(5) <8> xf)^ = [AS) ® (x)G]oVK/G 

2.2    Symplectic Structures 

We will be considering three different types of closed two-forms: 

1. A F*-valued two-form fly e H0{$, (A2T*J) ®c V*) on the fibration JJ -> 
U. The fibration is supposed to be isotropic, and the zero section is also 
isotropic. 

2. An ordinary two-form Q, on the fibration S ®zX -^ U. The fibration and 
zero-section are again supposed to be isotropic. 

3. The restriction u of tt to the fibration Pr ->> U. Again, the fibration and 
zero-section will be isotropic. 

We will mostly be interested in the case when the form CJ is non-degenerate 
and the fibration and zero-section are Lagrangian. We will see that cases 
(1.) and (2.) are equivalent, and that they are both equivalent to (3.) in 
the invariant case. 

We first consider the action of W on the tangent space of JT at a point p 
in the zero-section. We can decompose T§p in a VF-invariant way as follows: 

TSp = T(fiber) © T(zero-section) 

T(fiber) -V*© (other). 

Here V* contains all the V^-summands of T(fiber), say n* summands for V*. 
The "other" summand represents a ^-invariant complement to V*. The 
space T(zero —section) is trivial as a representation of W. 

The corresponding decomposition of T($ ®z x) along the zero-section is 
given by 

T(Jf ®z x)p = ^(fiber (g)Z x) © T(zero-section) 

T(fiber ®z x) = (V* ® V) © ((other) ® V). 

We note that (V* ® V) contains J2i(nimi) trivial summands. 
Now let ei, ..,6^, e1, ...,ev be arbitrary dual bases of x and x* respectively. 

We have the contractions 

J ®z X      -^      J 
\        ^ 

U 
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and the tensoring maps 

\     / 
17 

Proposition 2.1. 

i. There is a canonical one-to-one correspondence between the forms fly 
and ft considered in 1. and 2. above. For any choice of dual bases, 
this correspondence is given by: 

V V 

fi = $>e0*(I(ei)JV),    Vv = XXW] ® e* , (2-1) 
1=1 2=1 

where I is the contraction. The form fly is invariant with respect to 
the joint W-action on JJ and V* if and only if the form fl is invariant 
under the diagonal action on JF <8>z x- 

2. There is a canonical one-to-one correspondence given by restriction 
between the W-invariant forms ft of 2. and the forms uo of 3. above. 

Proof. (1) For a fibration p : J -t U by Abelian varieties, one can define the 
vertical tangent bundle Z^JJ over the base U as the push-forward R^{T^ju) 
of the relative tangent bundle; one checks that the full-back of z/j to JT is the 
tangent bundle T^/JJ to the fibres. Two-forms which are isotropic on both 
the fibers and the zero-section of Jf —> U are then determined by a linear 
bundle map TU —> i/| that they induce over U [11]. As a first application of 
this, we have the lemma: 

Lemma 2.2. Consider two fibrations K —> U, J —> U by abelian varieties, 
and fiber preserving maps ^ : K -> jr,2 = 1, ..,n which are homomorphisms 
on the fibers. Let (j) be a holomorphic two-form on JT; isotropic on the fibers 
and the zero-section. For any choice of integers ki, the forms 

n n 

J>(^),     (£M>i)> (2-2) 
1=1 2 = 1 

are identical. 

To see this, one simply remarks that the maps TU -> ^ that they induce 
along the zero-section are the same. 

For part 1 of Proposition 2.1, we first check that the formulae (2.1) give 
the same result, independently of the choice of basis.   Let fj = (j)1^ be a 
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new basis for x, with fi = fye1 the new dual basis (we use the summation 
convention). We then have two-forms fie, fi-f defined from fly, with 

= ^[(7rp')*(I(^/fc)fi^)]   (usingthe lemma) 

= tiMTfinKfkWv)] 
= &. 

Similarly, one checks that the forms fiy, Q,y defined from fi are the same. 

One next checks that the two formulae of (2.1) are inverses of each other, 
for example: 

V*ei[M*(I(ek)tov)]®ei = (7re* oriei)*{I{ek)nv) ® e1 = nv , 

as {7rek orie.)* = 5f'I. 

For part 2, we note that since the map TU -> v^ determining the 
form 0, considered as a map along the zero section, is equivariant, and the 
action of W on TU is trivial, the image of the map must lie in the trivial 
summand of ^1®^, that is the vertical cotangent bundle ^pr of the Prym 
fibration. Nothing is lost, therefore, under restriction from J ®z X to Pr: 
the restriction map taking Ct to u is injective . To see that it is surjective, 
we note that there is a natural averaging map Av : J ®z X ~^ ^ given by 
x !->• ^2ge]ygx. The restriction of Av to Pr is simply multiplication by |W|, 
and so setting Q = Av*(u)/\W\ gives the correct inverse. This completes 
the proof of Proposition 2.1. □ 

Remark. As we have seen, the forms fiy, fi are determined by bundle maps: 

nv : TU -> z/| ® F* 

CliTU-*^ 

Under the identification i/J ® V cr: ^f^^, one has fiy = fi. 

We are interested in the case when Pr -> U is a Lagrangian fibration, 
that is, an integrable system. We therefore want u to be nondegenerate, 
so that the map TU —> ^pr is a bundle isomorphism. Correspondingly, fi 
will be non-degenerate when the map TU —)• ^| ®z X is an isomorphism on 
the trivial summand. For the form £V, the corresponding condition is more 
elaborate; when the representation V is irreducible, the condition is that fly 
defines an isomorphism TU <S> V -> {v$)v of the F-summands. 
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2.2.1     Compatibility of a 2-Form with the Group Structure 

Let h : ^4° —> U be a family of abelian varieties over a smooth base U with 
a zero section. Let F —> U be a discrete group scheme over [/ and 

an extension. Given a 2-form u on A and a section 7 of F, denote by a;7 the 
restriction of a; to A7. 

Definition 2.3. A 2-form a; on A is compatible with the group structure if 
it satisfies the following condition: Given local (analytic or etale) sections (3 
and 7 of F and a section £ of A with c(f) = 7, the translation 

satisfies 

(^v+^^-^ta^)). (2.3) 
In particular, the sub-sheaf ^ of isotropic sections of (A, u) is a sheaf of 
sub-groups. It acts on A by translations leaving UJ invariant. It also follows 
that we have the equality of 2-forms on U 

for any local section £ : U —> A. Conversely, given 1) a 2-form UJ
0
 on ^4° with 

respect to which the zero section is lagrangian and 2) a sub-group-sheaf Aw 
of A extending A^ by F, then there exists a unique 2-form UJ on A which is 
compatible with the group structure and restricts to CJ

0
. 

Example 2.4. We construct a compatible extension of a symplectic struc- 
ture from .4.° to A in the two equivalent cases: 

1) A = JJ* is the relative Jacobian of all degrees, F the trivial group scheme 
Zfy, and the 2-form flv is y*-valued, and 

2) A = JT* ®z X? r the trivial group scheme xu, and fi is an ordinary 2-form. 

Let V be a WMnvariant section of Jg/^ —> U of positive degree d. For 
example, V could be the relative canonical line-bundle if the genus of Su is 
at least 2. We get a subsheaf Cv of Jfg^ of sections of which a sufficiently 
large tensor power is a multiple of V. 

Cv := {s I  3n, m,    n ^ 0, such that s®n = ^m} . (2.4) 

The subsheaf £D is an extension of the subsheaf £0 of torsion sections of 
^SIU ^ ^^ ^r^vial sfieaf ^U (or5 more canonically, the local system over U 
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of 2-nd integral cohomology of fibers of § —> U). Lemma 2.2 implies that 
the pull-back of Q.y by the homomorphism [k] : Jg^ -» Jg/^ (raising to 

the fc-th tensor power) is equal to k • Vty. Hence, the subsheaf £0 is fiy- 
isotropic. It follows that there is a unique ^-invariant extension of fiy to 
^S/u w^k resPec* ^0 which CT> is isotropic and such that the extended Vty 
is invariant under translation by a local section of CT>- By construction, Q.y 
is compatible with the group structure. 

2.3    Foliations 

In [23], when dealing with integrable systems of Jacobians, we considered 
Abel maps 

A : § -> J1 , 

and it was shown that if the symplectic structure on JT1 satisfied A*{ti) A 
A*(p) = 0, then one could define a symplectic surface, which, in essence, 
encoded the integrable system. For our Prym varieties, we will still consider 
the Abel map, and pull back the V*-valued form £V- Let us then consider 
the rank of A*(fV), i.e., the smallest k such that A^Vty)^ = 0 as a (7*)®*- 
valued 2A;-form. In analogy to the Jacobian case, we will ask that this rank 
be everywhere minimal (without A*(VLy) vanishing): 

Definition 2.5. We say that our system has rank two if 

^*(fiy)AA*(fiy) -0 

as a section of A4(T*(S)) ® F* ® V*. In other words, for a basis ei of V, if 
Vti denotes the contraction of Oy with e^ then 

A*(a)AA*(^) -0 

for all i,j. 

If the A*(fii) are non-vanishing, a theorem of Darboux [4] tells us that 
locally there exist functions Xi,y2- with non-vanishing differentials such that 
yl*(fi;) = dxi A dyi\ globally, for each index i one has a codimension two 
foliation (the "Qi-foliation" , whose leaves correspond locally to constant 
values of xi and y^. 

We will make the corresponding genericity assumption, and see in Section 
2.5 how they can be relaxed. 

GENERICITY ASSUMPTION A: The pull-back A*(Qy) is nowhere vanishing 
on S, and its null-space is everywhere transverse to the curves Su. 

If Qy is non-zero, one can choose a basis of V such that the Oj are 
non-zero. Next, we note: 
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Lemma 2.6. The span of dxi,..,dxv,dyi,...dyv is at most (v + ^-dimen- 
sional. 

Proof. One can proceed inductively. For v = 1, the proposition is trivial. If 
the proposition holds for (v — 1), then, adding dxv,dyv increases the span 
by at most two dimensions. If the dimension increases by two, however, one 
finds that dxi A dyi A dxv A dyv ^ 0, a contradiction. □ 

GENERICITY ASSUMPTION B: The span of dxi,..,dxv, dyi,...dyv is every- 
where (v + 1)-dimensional. More invariantly, the null-space of Sly has codi- 
mension (v + 1) everywhere. 

Note that one has from the proof of the lemma that the spans of the 
subsets ctai, ..,dxs, dyi, ...dys are then 5 + 1-dimensional. 

With this assumption, one has a codimension (v + 1) foliation, given by 
intersecting the null leaves of the foliations of the £V The leaves of this 
foliation are then isotropic for fiy, and we refer to it as the fiy foliation. 
The fact that it is transverse to the curves means that by restricting U if 
necessary one obtains a global leaf space X of dimension v + 1 into which 
the curves embed. The form fiy descends to X. Also, since the action of W 
permutes the forms fi^, the action of W on § also descends to X. More can 
be said about the structure of the form JV on X: 

Proposition 2.7. (a) Locally, under genericity assumptions A and B, there 
exist forms </>o, </>i, 025 •••5 (t>v on X such that A*(tti) = fo A <fo. 

(b) For v > 2, the form </>o defines a codimension one foliation (the u(f)Q- 
foliation"^ which contains the leaves of the other foliations. Locally, there 
are coordinates AQ, AI, ..., A^ such that the leaves of the ^-foliation are given 
by level sets of XQ, and the forms A*(fJj) = dX^ A dXi. 

Proof. Again, one proceeds inductively. For v = 2, the fact that dxi A dyi A 
dx2/\dy2 = 0 implies that the dxi,dyi plane and the dx21 dy2 plane intersect 
in a line. We can then choose 0o in that line, and the result follows. Suppose 
then that it holds for [v — 1). By the genericity assumption, </>o,</>i, •'•4>v-i 
are independent, and Spcm(</>o, ..(j)v-i,dxV)dyv) is (v + l)-dimensional. Per- 
muting x and y if necessary, one can then write dyv = X^o a^ + bdxv. 
One has for all j that 

0 = A*(Qj) A A*(£lv) = ^2 aifo A fa A(f)i A dxv 

forcing ai = 0 for all i ^ 0, so that dyv = ao0o + bdxv. The genericity tells 
us that ao 7^ 0 and one sets (j)v = —aodxv. 

For part (b), the form (j)o vanishes by construction on the leaves of the 
codimension two foliations and on the leaves of the codimension (v + 1) 
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foliation. It remains to be shown that it is integrable on X, that is that 

d</>o = 0 (mod(/>o). This follows, for v > 2, from 

0 = dA*(Qi) = d(f)o Afy — (fro A d^j , 

as then dfo Afa Acfio =0 for all i, forcing dc^o A (/>o = 0. 

We then note that the integrability of the 0o foliation tells us that there 
is a function AQ such that (fio = f • dXo for some nowhere zero function /; 
this then allows us to write A*(Qi) = dXo A ipi, for some one-form ^. In 

a coordinate system XQ = Ao,xi,a;2,.., setting ^ = S!-_0aij(a;)da;j, the fact 
that dA*{Qti) = 0 implies that 

dja>ik = ^ay, j,k > 0 . 

We would like to modify the CJAQ term of ^ so that it is closed; such a 
modification leaves A*(£li) invariant. This involves solving simultaneously 
for dio the equations 

djdio = dodij, i = 1,.., v . 

This is possible since djdoaik = d^doaij^ by the above. Once ^ is closed, we 
can integrate it to obtain the appropriate A;. □ 

We note that the (^-distribution is only intrinsically determined when 
v > 1. Intrinsically, the tangent spaces to the leaves are given by: 

Ker T*SAA-^v)A3T*S®r 

Summarising, we have obtained: 

Theorem 2.8. 

1. Under genericity assumptions A and B, restricting U if necessary, the 
Sly foliation has a global leaf space X which is a v + 1 dimensional 
complex manifold, and into which the curves Su embed. 

2. The form Vty descends to X, and the group W acts on X, preserving 
nv. 

3. For any a G V, one has a closed two-form Q,a on X obtained by con- 

tracting Sly with a. The forms £}a have codimension two null foliations 
on X, and the action of W permutes these foliations in a natural way. 
Choosing a basis ei of V, so that one has forms 0*1, one has that the 
Sli-foliations are all mutually transverse, and there are forms (j)o,...(j)v 

such that £}{ = (fro A (fii. 
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4. For v > 2, the form 0o defines a distribution which is integrable. For 
v > 1, whenever the distribution is integrable, the 'tyo"-foliation it 
defines descends to X, and is W-invariant. One can write Q,i = dX^ A 
d\i, and the functions AQ, .., Av are local coordinates for X, with AQ = 
cst. defining the leaves of the foliation.. 

5. The two form Q.y equivariantly identifies V* with the tensor product 
TL ® NL of the kernel of </>o (the tangent space to the leaves, in the 
integrable case) with its normal space (the normal space of the leaves). 

2.4    Fixed Points and Tangencies to the (/>o-Foliation 

Proposition 2.9. The (/)Q-foliation is generically transverse to the generic 
curve Su. 

Proof. Let us suppose not. Then the curves Su are all contained in the leaves 
of the foliation, and the foliation is thus lifted from U. Locally, there is then a 
function on U, say H, such that </>o = dH. The forms A* (Hi) = I(ei)oA*((j) 
then satisfy 

0 - A* {Hi) AdH = I (a) o A*{u) A dH) . (2.5) 

This contradicts the non-degeneracy of u on Pr. Indeed, LJ can be written 
as a sum Ttdt^ A dH^, with the linear coordinates t^ on Pr corresponding 
to a basis ^ for the V*-valued invariant one-forms on §, and the H^ are a 
basis for the cotangent space to the base. The Condition (2.5) forces 1/;^ = 0 
for any /i such that dH^ A dH 7^ 0, a contradiction. □ 

We define a tangency point of the curve Su in X to be a point where it is 
tangent to the (/>o-foliation, so that the form </>o has no dp component. The 
preceding proposition tells us that for the generic curve, the tangency points 
are isolated. 

A symplectic form gives an isomorphism between the normal bundle of 
a Lagrangian submanifold and its cotangent bundle. In our case, we have a 
y*-valued form, and this will allow a map between the normal bundle of the 
spectral curves and the tensor product of their canonical bundles with V*. 

a H> r(i{a)£l) , (2.6) 

where r denotes restriction to the curve.   With respect to a local basis of 
one-forms as above, this is 

a h4 (&(a)r(0o) - 0o(aM&)) ® e\ (2.7) 
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Away from the tangency points, the map (2.6) is an isomorphism, as one 
can use the isomorphism between the normal bundle and the tangents to the 
leaves of the foliation. At a tangency point of a curve 5, this is no longer 
the case. Indeed, at a tangency point, we have an exact sequence for the 
tangent space TL to the leaf: 

0 -> Ts -> TL -> NslL -> 0 . (2.8) 

Corresponding to this, we have an exact sequence for V*, by using the iden- 
tification of Theorem 2.8: 

0 -> Ts ® NL -> V* -> iV5|L ® NL -> 0 . 

Lemma 2.10. 4^ a tangency point, the image of the map (2.6) lies in Ks® 
(Ts®NL). 

Proof. The proof is simply a computation in local coordinates, using the 
formula (2.7). □ 

The map (2.6) then fails to be an isomorphism of bundles for v > 1. On 
the other hand, on the level of global VF-invariant sections over a generic 
curve Su, we have: 

Proposition 2.11.  The map (2.6) induces an isomorphism 

H0(Su,Ns)w = H0(SU,KS ® V*)w. 

and both of these spaces are isomorphic to the tangent space TUU of the base. 
At any point, the evaluation map H0(SU,N)W -> iVp is surjective. 

Proof. We recall that the variety Pr is supposed to be an integrable system. 
This implies that the dimension of the fibers of the Lagrangian fibration, 
which is the dimension of Hl(Su,0 ® V)w, is the same as the dimension 
of TUU. The tangent space TUU of the base is identified with a subspace of 
H*{SU, Ns)w. In turn, the map (2.6) gives an identification of #0(SU, Ns)w 

with a subspace of H0(Su,Ks ® v*)w. The latter space is however Serre 
dual to Hl(Su,0 ® V)w, which forces each subspace to be the full space. 
The surjectivity of the evaluation map follows from the fact that X is a 
quotient of the space S, and on this space, the evaluation map is trivially 
surjective. □ 

The geometry of the curves with respect to the (/>o-foliation is thus tightly 
linked to the vanishing of forms in H0(SU,K ® V*)w: for points p which 
are not tangent, one has that for any non-zero e in V, the map H0(SU,K <g> 
V*)w -> Kp given by contraction with e and evaluation at p is surjective. 

The group invariance will force certain components of the form to vanish 
at the points with non-trivial stabiliser. We first examine the nature of these 
stabilisers. 
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Lemma 2.12. Assume genericity conditions A and B, and let v > 2.  For 
the generic curve in the fibration, the stabilisers in W of the points on the 
curve are either trivial or Z/2. At the points Su C X where the stabiliser is 
Z/2, the action of'Z/2 on the tangent space has weights (1,0,0,0...,0); and 
the weight 1 space is tangent to the curve. 

Proof Let p G Su C S, and let G C W be its stabiliser. The fact that the 
VF-action on Su is generically free tells us that G is cyclic, of order, say, n; 
let g be the generator which acts on the curve by z i-> exp(2m/n)z1 in an 
appropriate coordinate system centered at p. A simple argument (a contour 
integral of dln(g(z) — z)) tells us that if g has a fixed point at p on 5U, it 
has a fixed point near p for nearby curves Sur. We can then choose a generic 
curve, for which the order of stabilisers are minimal; the stabilisers are then 
constant for nearby curves, and the generator g has as local fixed point locus 
a codimension one submanifold transverse to the curves. 

At p, the tangent space to § is a G-representation, and we can decompose 
it as a sum of weight spaces Rj,j = 1,.., v, on which g acts by exp{aj2m/n)^ 
with Qfj £ {0, ...,n — 1}. We note that by restricting to the curve Su we see 
that at least one of the c^, say ai, is one. For the generic curve, the vector 
of weights OLJ is, up to ordering, (1,0,..., 0), since there is a codimension one 
fixed locus. 

The action of G preserves the null-foliation and descends to the space X, 
and, again, acts with weights (1,0,.., 0), as the curve embeds in X. By taking 
suitable averages, one can choose coordinates ZQ, ..,ZV SO that the action of 
g is given by (20,21,..,2V) —>• (ea;p(27ri/n)2o,2i, ..,2,;); when the foliation is 
integrable, the coordinates zi can be chosen to coincide with the coordinates 
A^ in a suitable order. Now let v > 2. The kernel of 0o at p (tensored 
with the normal line) is isomorphic to V as a G-representation. There are 
two possibilities: the first is that the action of G on the normal line to the 
foliation has weight zero, and the second is that it has weight one. In the 
first case, the weights on the tangent space to the leaf are (1,0,0, ...,0); in 
the second, (0,0,.., 0). This in turn gives for the representation on V the two 
possibilities (1,0,.., 0), (1,1,..., 1). Now V is an integral representation, and 
so weight spaces with weight i must have counterpart weight spaces with 
weight n — i, for i ^ (rc/2). This forces n — 2, and G = Z/2. □ 

Remark. We note that there are two types of points at which the action is 
not free on the generic curve: the first (type I) is tangent to the (/>o-foliation, 
and the second (type II) is transverse to it. For fixed points of the second 
type, one has that g is mapped to —1 in Aut(x)] as our representation is 
faithful, there can only be one such g, and g is then in the center of W. 
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2.5    Relaxing the Genericity Conditions 

The conditions that we gave above are not strictly necessary to have a nice 
quotient space, and indeed we can relax them a bit. One modification which 
allows Theorem 2.8 to go through essentially unchanged is as follows: 

GENERICITY CONDITION B: The null-space of £V is of codimension 
v + 1 over a dense open set O. Over the set O, this null space defines a 
vector bundle which extends to a globally defined W-invariant subbundle of 
the tangent bundle, similarly, the sub bundle of the tangent bundle defined 
over O as the kernel o/0o extends to all ofSasa W-invariant subbundle of 
the tangent bundle. 

With this modified condition, Theorem 2.8 goes through, (apart from 
part 3, which is only valid over the image of the open set O), with the 
change that the form Qy on X is then allowed to degenerate away from the 
image of the set O in X. 

While this new condition is sufficient to give us X, it allows a wide range 
of degeneracies in the group action, in contrast to the rather strict constraints 
imposed on it by Condition f?, as in Lemma 2.12. These degeneracies are 
analysable in a straightforward way in any particular case; however, the 
variety of possibilities that they open up is rather large and intractable 
when considered in full generality. We have opted for a partial relaxation 
of Condition 5, which allows some interesting examples (see Example 2.13), 
while maintaining some control over the group action. 

To motivate our choice, note that at the points p (with a Z/2-stabiliser) 
of type I, one can split V* into Z/2-weight spaces as VQ* © V*. The space 
V* is one dimensional, and is the subspace Ts ® NL of (2.8) corresponding 
to T5. The space V^* has dimension v — 1. In a corresponding fashion, any 
VF-invariant V^-valued 1-form 0 on a curve Su can be split near p as a sum 
Po ® eo + pi <S) ei, with pi one-forms and e; £ Vi, so that g*(pi) = (—l)Vz> 
with g ^ O,^ E Z/2. In particular, po vanishes at p. 

Examples of integrable systems indicate that in addition to types I and 
II there is a third type of points p on the generic curve with stabilizer Z/2 
(their closure is a divisor). For these points, the weights of the G action on 
the tangent space to the ^o-foliation are (0,0, ..,0), so that the fixed point 
locus of G coincides with a leaf, as for type II, with the action on the normal 
space having weight 1. On V, however, the action has arbitrary weights 
(1,,.., 1,0,.., 0), with k > 1 non-zero weights, (write the corresponding basis 
as ei,..,ev). The form £lv can then be written as ^ ^o A <& ® fy- The group 
invariance then forces <^,i = k + 1, ..,v to vanish along the components of 
the divisor of this new type. We say that such points are of type III if this 
vanishing is minimal, i.e., if </>o,.., <f)j are non-zero and independent, while fa, 
i = j + 1, ..,17 have a simple zero, but are independent at first order. More 
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precisely, if A is the divisor of type III points, splitting V into Vb © Vi along 
A, we want that the contraction map by fiy 

rs®vro->r*s 

vanish along A, but that the map 

T§®[Vi   ©   (T^o® ©(A))]-+T*§ 

be of constant rank v + 1. 

REGULARITY CONDITION B': We first ask that the stabilisers G of point 
on the generic curve in the system all be either 0 or Z/2. At points with 
trivial stabiliser, we ask that the null-space of Qy have codimension v + 1. 
Equivalentlyj one asks that the contraction by Sly: 

TS ® V -+ T*§ 

have constant rank v + 1. At points with Z/2-stabiliser, we ask that either 
the null-space of Sly be again v + 1-dimensional (type I or II points), or be 
of type III. 

We can summarise the situation for points with non-trivial stabiliser as 
follows: 

Type Weights 
on  TL 

Weights 
on V 

Curve and leaf Fixed point locus 
and leaf 

I 
II 
III 

(lA-,0) 
(0,0,...,0) 
(0,0,..,0) 

(i,o,...,o) 
(1,1,...,1) 

(1,.., i,o,-,o) 

Tangent 
Transverse 
Transverse 

Transverse 
Coincide 
Coincide 

Example 2.13. Prym integrable systems with points of type III arise from 
certain reduced coadjoint orbits of the positive half of the loop algebra Lg 
(see Section 6.3). Specifically, consider the coadjoint orbit of iV^A) ^(A)-1 

(6.6) such that all roots {A;} of the polynomial p(A) are simple and the 
values N(Xi) G Q are either 1) regular and semi-simple, or 2) regular with a 
sub-regular semi-simple part (in case g = s[n, n > 3, the latter N(Xi) have 
one eigenvalue with multiplicity 2 but an n — 1 dimensional centralizer). In 
this case, E is IP1 and all spectral curves Su will have simple ramification 
points over A G P1 where N(X) is regular with a sub-regular semi-simple 
part. It is a ramification point of type III if A is either a root of p or A = oo 
and of type I otherwise. A further relaxation of Condition B, which includes 
more general coadjoint orbits in Lg, is considered in Section 5. 
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3    Rigidity 

This section is devoted to proving that the ^o-foliation allows us to define a 
uniform quotient of the curves Su under the action of the group W. We will 
need a regularity condition to prove this. While the condition seems rather 
artificial, we will see in the next section that it is implied by some rather 
more natural conditions on the curves. 

Condition 3.1. (REGULARITY CONDITION) For a curve Su, at each point 
p with trivial stabiliser, there is a two-dimensional subspace of V such that 
for each non zero vector e in the subspace, the map H0(SU,K(g) V*)w —>• Kp 
given by evaluation and contraction with e is surjective. For points p of type 
I with non-trivial stabiliser G = {l,p}, there is a one-dimensional subspace 
of the g-invariant subspace VQ such that contraction with a non zero element 
of the subspace with elements of H®(SU,K ® y*)^ gives a form with a zero 
of order one. 

In some sense this regularity condition tells us that forms only vanish to 
the order forced by group invariance. We note that the condition is open, 
so the fact that it holds for one curve implies that it also holds for nearby 
curves. 

Proposition 3.2. Suppose that our rank two system satisfies genericity con- 
ditions A and B', as well as the regularity condition 3.1 at the curve Su. 
Suppose that the curve Su is generic, in that the points of Su have only triv- 
ial or Z/2 stabilisers. There is an open set U' containing u and a covering 
of Su in X by open sets Bp such that the intersection of each leaf of the 
00-foliation in Bp with Su^u' G U1 is non-empty and consists of elements 
belonging to a single W-orbit on Su>. 

Proof Away from the tangency points, there is no difficulty in finding ap- 
propriate open sets Bp. The problem occurs at the tangency points; our 
aim will be to show that tangency occurs only to the order forced by group 
invariance, that is only at type points with Z/2 stabiliser. 

Our regularity Condition 3.1 tells us that at points with trivial stabiliser, 
the image of N in Ks ® V* is two dimensional, and so by Lemma 2.10, this 
cannot be a tangency point. Thus, the points of tangency all have non-trivial 
stabiliser, which then must be a Z/2. If z is a coordinate on the curve, let 
the embedding of the curve at the tangency point be given by 

z^ (Ao(^),..,Av(^)) = (zko,aizkl,...,avz
kv) + (higher order) , 

with the </>o-foliation cut out by level sets of the first coordinate. Tangency 
means that ko > 1, and ko is the order of the tangency. We will suppose that 
the coordinates in X correspond to a decomposition of the tangent space into 
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weight spaces. The discussion of the weights given above tells us that ki is 
even and at least two, for all of the i > 0 except one, say fci, which must be 
one. 

Lemma 3.3. For the generic curve, let s be the image in K ®V* under the 
map (2.6) of a local section of the normal bundle N , and let s be of the 
form (zadz + ..) ® e + (higher order), where e is a vector on which G acts 
trivially. If the order of the tangency locus is ko, then a > ko — 1. 

Proof The proof is a simple computation: one has that the image of the 
normal vector ■£^ in K ® V* is — T.iyoaikiZ^-1 dz ® ez+ higher order, and 

that of ^- is kQZko~~ldz ® el+ higher order. The leading order term of the 

image of the of ^- then corresponds to the vector e1, which has odd weight; 
for the leading term to have even weight, one must consider the image of the 
vectors ^-,i > 1. □ 

As a consequence of this and the regularity Condition 3.1, one has ko = 2 
at a tangency point. This then tells us that the intersection of the curve with 
nearby leaves of the (/>o-foliation consists of two points which lie in the same 
Z/2-orbit, which is what we needed to complete the proof of Proposition 
3.2. □ 

Theorem 3.4. For rank two systems satisfying the genericity conditions A 
and Bf as well as the regularity Condition 3.1, restricting U if necessary, the 
corresponding space X has Su/\W\ as a simultaneous quotient for the (f)o- 
foliation and the group action. The curve E = 5U/|W| is then independent 
ofu. 

The quotient Y = X/W is smooth near the curve SU/\W\, and Y fibers 
over the base S. The curves SU/\W\ are then sections of this fibering, and 
this realises U as a space of sections ofY-^T,. 

The form Qy is isotropic on the fibers of the projection of X to E, and 
defines an isomorphism between the tensor product of the tangent bundle of 
the base with V and the cotangent bundle to the fiber, away from the points 
with non trivial stabiliser of type II or III. 

Proof. One defines the quotient on the union of the open sets Bp: mapping 
each leaf to the orbit of W on Su that it intersects. This simultaneously 
quotients the nearby curves Sut by the action of W, giving a uniform quotient 
for the curves. 

The smoothness of Y follows from the fact that at any point p with non- 
trivial stabilizer, the non-trivial character of the stabilizer appears in TpX 
with multiplicity 1. □ 
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We close by noting the following infinitesimal version of the theorem 
above, whose proof would, regrettably, take us too far afield. 

Proposition 3.5. Let q : X -> Y = X/W be the quotient map, and let 
C C Y be the smooth quotient of a smooth curve S C X. Let V be a 
vector bundle on X of rank dim(X) — 1 and Vty a V*-valued two-form on X 
satisfying 

1. QyAfV = 0. 
2. The cokernel of the contraction mapping TS®V —t N^x is supported 

on a subscheme of the ramification divisor A of S —> C. 
Then the exact sequence 

0 -* TC -> TYlc -> NC\Y -» 0 

splits canonically. 

One virtue of this proposition is that it highlights the role played in 
rigidity by the rank-2 condition. For example, one can have situations in 
which the same Prym variety can correspond to a family of different curves, 
with non-constant quotient. The integrable system one could build from 
such a family would contradict rigidity, but for the fact that it does not have 
rank 2. 

4    Genericity Conditions 

In Section 4.1 we reformulate all our genericity and regularity conditions 
in terms of a single algebro-geometric assumption - the Strong Base Point 
Freeness Assumption 4.1. The normal bundle Nsu of Su in X turns out to be 
an intrinsic vector bundle (4.2) which depends only on the FT-action (and is 
independent of X). Assumption 4.1 requires this intrinsic vector bundle to 
be generated by its global sections. In Section 4.2 we prove that the Strong 
Base Point Freeness Assumption holds provided the covers Su —> Su/W have 
sufficiently many branch points (Theorem 4.8). 

4.1     Genericity, Regularity and Invariant Forms 

The 2-forms we are considering on the variety S all arise as pull-backs of 
forms via an Abel map to a family of Jacobians, and eventually, to a Prym 
variety, whose cotangent bundle is trivial, and is generated by global invari- 
ant y*-valued one-forms on the curve. Furthermore, we are looking at a 
map into an integrable system: the coordinates normal to the leaves of the 
integrable system are pulled back to coordinates on S, while the coordinates 
on the leaves correspond to Abelian integrals of global one forms on the 
curves in S. It is then not surprising then that the non-degeneracy of the 
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forms on S is linked to the non-vanishing of global (F*-valued) one-forms on 
the curves. 

For concreteness, let us write out some of our forms in coordinates. Let 
Hi, ...Hd be coordinates lifted from U to S, and complete them with a co- 
ordinate p along the curves. On Jf, we can we can complete the Hj with 
coordinates £?, linear along the fibers, so that Q,1 = J2j^i A dHj. The 
pull-back to the curves Su of these linear forms will be global holomorphic 
one-forms fl-dp. Therefore, on S 

A*m = ^(fldpAdH^ + ^dif ' dH^H*AdHJ = to *& . (4.1) 
3 hk k 3 

The genericity condition A is that A*($V) = A""{Yli{VLi ® e1)) have a non- 
vanishing dp-component, so that, at each point, at least one of the forms fjdp 
is non-vanishing. (We note in passing that our rank 2 condition essentially 
tells us that we can choose our coordinates p,Hj in such a way that the 
dH A dH terms in (4.1) vanish) 

Now we use the fact that our form Q,y arises from a form on Pr: recall 
that the cotangent bundle to the Prym variety is spanned by linear forms 
dtQ corresponding to the VF-invariant V*-valued 1-forms (f)a on Su. Choosing 
suitable coordinates Ha on 17, one has that 

A*(£V) = Y^ to* A dH* + (dH A dH) , 

so that Condition A is then equivalent to the non-vanishing of one of the (f)a. 
We can then rewrite this as 

WEAK BASE POINT FREENESS ASSUMPTION: At any point p e Su, the eval- 
uation map 

H0(Su,Ksu ® V*)W ®V-> (KSu)p 

is surjective. 

Geometrically, if we define the Abel map: 

A : S Aj^fj ®z X ®z x'^Wr ®z X\ 

where Av is some multiple of averaging under the group action (one takes a 
multiple to land in the connected component of the identity), then genericity 
condition A is equivalent to the Abel map A being an immersion. 

Remark. In the case studied in [23], that of a trivial group, the genericity 
conditions are automatically satisfied, simply as a consequence of the fact 
that at any point on a Riemann surface of genus > 1 there is a global 
holomorphic one-form that does not vanish. Equivalently, the Abel map is 
an immersion. 
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We now turn to our other genericity assumptions: we will give a condition 
which implies them all. We will assume that all the branch points of § -> 
S/W are of order two, with stabilisers Gx = Z/2. 

Recall that the set of branch points forms a smooth divisor A, intersect- 
ing Su in a divisor Au. At x G A, we split V into weight spaces {Vx)o®(Vx)i 
for the Gx action. 

Assumption 4.1.  (STRONG BASE POINT FREENESS): The vector bundle 

ker[Ksu 0 V* -> ®xeAu(Ksu ® (^*)o)x] (4.2) 

is generated by its W-invariant global sections. 

In terms of the preceding coordinates, writing A* (Civ) = Y^a ^ A dHa + 
(dH A dH), the strong base point condition tells us that away from branch 
points, the evaluation map 

span{0i, ...0A;} -> (Ksu ® V*)x 

is surjective. At the branch points, recalling that Ksu has weight one, and 
choosing a basis so that 0i,...,0j has weight zero, and </)j+i,..., ^ weight 
one, the evaluation map 

span{0i, ...cf)j} -» (Ksu ® (Vi*)^)^ 

is surjective, while, as ^j+i, ...^ have a simple zero at the branch point, 
choosing a coordinate z so that the branch point is z = 0, the composition 
of the evaluation map with division by z 

span{</>i+i,...(/)/,} -» (if5u (g) (^o*)^)^ 

is also surjective. Another way of saying this is as follows: we have a map 
of contraction by Civ 

Nsu -»• Ksu ® V* (4.3) 

inducing an isomorphism on global sections, by Proposition 2.11. The strong 
base point freeness assumption is that the image of these sections only vanish 
at a point p to the order that is forced by invariance under the isotropy group. 

The statement, that invariant sections of Ksu ® V* vanish only to the 
order imposed by their invariance, admits the following sheaf-theoretic trans- 
lation: Push forward Ksu ® V* via the quotient map q : Su —> Su/W and 
consider its VF-invariant sub-bundle. Then the strong base point freeness 
assumption translates to:  The vector bundle 

q*[Ksu<8>V*])w (4.2') 

is generated by its global sections. Note that the vector bundle (4.2) is simply 
the pull-back of (4.2') to Su. The formulation in terms of (4.2') enables one 
to consider the case of cyclic stabilizers of higher order (see Section 5). 
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Proposition 4.2. The Strong base point freeness assumption is equivalent 

to the conjunction of the following assumptions: 

1. The Weak base point freeness assumption. 

2. Genericity Condition B'. 

3. The Regularity Condition 3.1. 

Proof. =>:   Let us assume Strong base point freeness.   We will prove the 
three conditions in two steps:   In Step I we will prove them over a dense 
open subset UQ of U. In Step II we will extend the result over the whole of 
U. 
Step I: The representation V is supposed to be faithful, so at least one of the 
weights is non-zero. Thus, at every point, there is at least one non-vanishing 
0a, and so one has Weak base point freeness. 

In turn, this tells us that the image of contraction with fly 

TS®V ^T*§ (4.4) 

is transverse to the hyperplane N^ = T*£7 C T*§, so that the image has 
dimension r iff its intersection with TVS has dimension r—1. The restriction of 
(4.4) to the vertical subbundle TSU®V has image in N^ : in the coordinates 
above, the image of x G TSU ® V is ^Q (f)a(x)dHa. Referring to (4.2) above, 
the image of TSU ® V is ^-dimensional away from the branch points, giving 
Condition B' away from the branch points. 

Thus, away from the branch points, all the structure we have developped 
in Section 2 exists, in particular, we get the 0o-distribution, given by the sub 
line-bundle of T*S obtained as the kernel of AA*(£V) : T*§ -+ A3T*§(g> V*. 
This line-bundle extends as a subbundle to the complement of a co-dimension 
2 subset of §, and so over a dense open subset UQ of U. In this first step we 
proceed to work over UQ. 

Let TL be the co-rank 1 subbundle of T§ corresponding to the Re- 
distribution. Denote by Areg the points of A for which A and the RQ- 

distribution are transverse, and A^ the set for which they are not. 
Case i) Areg: Let x G Areg. As TL is transversal to Are^, the action 

of Gx on TL has weights (1,0,..,0), and the curve is tangent to TL at x. 

Consider the diagram along Su: 

TSU®V -> Nk 
I i 

NL®V -* T*L 
(4.5) 

where the horizontal maps are contraction by fiy, and JV^ is the quotient 
line-bundle TS/TL (the relative normal bundle to the Ro-foliation in case 

TL is integrable). 
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The top horizontal map is the dual of (4.3), and so is injective at x on 
the TSU ® {Vx)i summand, and vanishes to order 1 on the TSU <g>{Vx)o- 
summand. The left hand vertical map vanishes at x, as the curve is tangent 
to TL. Thus, the induced map TSU ® V —> T*L must vanish, and so, as 
the map N^ —> T*L has rank v — 1 at re, the weight space (14)1 must be 
l-dimensional. Furthermore, the map TSU ® V -^ Ng -» T*L vanishes to 
order one, and so the map TSU —> NL must also vanish to order one; the 
tangency of the curve with the </>o-foliation is of minimal order. This in turn 
implies that the determinant of the map iV^ —> T*L vanishes to order one 
at x. 

One then has that the map TS^ ® V -» T*L vanishes to order one at 
x, and, if one divides the map by a coordinate function vanishing at x, one 
obtains a rank v map. In turn this tells us that the map NL ® V —> T*L at 
x must have rank v at x. From the diagram 

Nt 
i 

T§®F —»• T*§ , 

I i 
NL®V ->■ T*L 

the image of TS ® V in T*L is t;-dimensional; but the line iV£ also lies in 
the image of TS ® V, giving v + 1 dimensions in all in T*S. 

Case ii) AQO; In this case TL and the tangent bundle of the component 
of A coincide, and the curve is transverse to both. The vertical maps in 
(4.5) are isomorphisms, and so the map iV^ ® V —> T*L vanishes to order 
one on the (VX)Q summand, and is injective on the {Vx)i summand. This in 
turn gives us an fiy consistent with a type II or type III point in Condition 
B'. 

Finally, the regularity Condition 3.1 is an automatic consequence of the 
Strong base point freeness, as it is simply a weakening of it. 

Step II: We have established the assumptions of Theorem 3.4 over the open 
subset So of S which is the union of 1) the complement of A and 2) the 
inverse image of UQ. Let TT : C —> U be the quotient family S/W. Theorem 
3.4 implies that the 0o-distribution TL descends to give a splitting fnv : 
TC —> TQIU of the short exact sequence 

0 -> TQ/U -> TC -> 7r*TC/ -> 0 

over SQ/W. The complement S \ So has codimension 2. Hence, the homo- 
morphism /nv extends to a regular homomorphism over the whole of C. By 
continuity, the extended /nv is also a splitting. Hence, /^ embeds T^^ as 
a line-sub-bundle of T*C. It is now easy to see that (g*T^/t/)(A00) embeds 
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as a line-sub-bundle of T*§ extending 7V£. It follows that the </>o-distribution 
extends as a subbundle of TS over the whole of S. Returning to Step I we 
establish the three assumptions over the whole of S. 

<=: We saw in the previous sections that the three conditions enabled us to 
prove that there was a well defined codimension one distribution </>o = 0, as 
well as forms <^ such that the form Qy could be written as Qy = ^ 0o A 
(t>i ® e\ Also, the curve was either transverse to the <^o distribution, or 
simply tangent to it at type I branch points. This, as well as the vanishing 
of components of Qy at the type III points tells us that there is an exact 
sequence 

Nsu -> Ksu ® V* -> ®xeAu{Ksu ® {Vx)o)x • 

On the level of W^-invariant sections, we have seen that the map 

H0(Su,Nsu)
w -»■ H0(Su,KSu®V*)w 

is an isomorphism. However the normal bundle of Su in § is trivial, with a 
trivial W-action. The evaluation map from invariant sections to the bundle 
is then surjective for the normal bundle at each point. Translating this over 
to Ksu ® V* gives the desired result. □ 

4.2    Geometric Conditions 

We now give a geometric condition that ensures Strong base point freeness. 
We first describe some of the sheaves we have been working with in terms of 
the quotient curve C = S/W, S = Su. Throughout, we suppose that S has 
simple branch points. Let q : S —> C be the projection, and let tos/c denote 
the relative dualising sheaf; we define 

E:=[(q*us/c)®V*)W- (4-6) 

Duality for finite flat morphisms tells us that E* = [{q*Os)®V]w. Note that 
decomposing V into irreducibles induces a corresponding decomposition of 
E. For a trivial summand, E is trivial. One can identify q*[Kc ® E] with 
the kernel of (4.2): 

Lemma 4.3.  There is an exact sequence 

0 -+ q*[Kc ® E] -> K5 ® V* -► e^A(^5 ® {VX)*Q)X -> 0 . 

Thus, Strong base point freeness is a statement about invariant sections 

ofq*[Kc®E\- 
We note that if the quotient C is a rational curve, the Prym variety is 

the same for x an(i for x/xW - We will therefore make the 
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Assumption 4.4. 7/(7 is rational, the representation V has no trivial sum- 
mand. 

The failure of Strong base point freeness has strong implications about 
the structure of E: 

Lemma 4.5. Letp be a point in the support of the co-kernel sheaf Q in the 
sequence 

0 -> H0{Kc ®E)®Oc^Kc®E^Q^$. (4.7) 

Denote by tp the dimension of the vector space Q/Q(—p)' If q : S —> C is a 
ramified cover, there are short exact sequences 

0 -> [Q/Q{-P)T ® Oc(-p) ->#*-> F -> 0 (4.8) 

and dually, 

0-+Kc®F*^Kc®E-> Kc{p) ® [Q/Q(-p)} -> 0 , 

where F is a vector bundle of rank [v — tp], and degree (2tp — b)/2, with, if 
A is the ramification locus of q in S, 

~b=14 E dima^x)). 

Proof. Prom the definition of tp, one has that 

h0(C, Kc ® E(-p)) = h0(C, Kc ® E) + tp - v . 

Riemann-Roch and Serre duality then tell us that: 

h0(C,E*(P)) = h0(C,E*) + tp. 

Now, for a trivial summand VJ, we have that the corresponding Ei is trivial, 
and so Ei does not contribute to the quotient Q, unless C is rational. This is 
precisely the case we have excluded, and so we can replace VbyV/(Vw) and 
so suppose that Vw = 0. We then have that H0(C,E*) = H0(C, [(q*Os) ® 
V}w) = Vw = 0, so then H^C, Kc ® E) = 0. Extend (4.7) to a diagram 

0 ->• H0(Kc ®E)® Oc{-p) ^Kc® E(-p) - 
4- 4- 

0->     fr0(iirc®-B)®Oc     ^-^c®^^        Q        -»-0   .    (4.9) 
4- 

(^c®£;)lP ->[Q/Q(-P)] 

0(-p) ->o 
4- 
Q -)-0 
1 
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We find that (Kc ® E)\p maps surjectively both to [Q/Q(— p)] and to 
Hl(C,Kc ® E(—p)) and both maps have the same kernel. We get an iso- 
morphism between Hl(C,Kc ® E(—p)) and [Q/Q(—p)]. Dually, 

^0(C,E*(p))~[g/Q(-p)r 

with both spaces injecting into (E*(p))\p. The evaluation homomorphism 

H0{C,E*(p))®Oc-^E*(p) 

is then injective as a sheaf map. If this map fails to be injective as a bundle 
map at some points, we can take a rank one subsheaf, twist it, and obtain 
a sub-line-bundle of E*(p) of positive degree. This would contradict the 
following lemma: 

Lemma 4.6. 

1. Assume that Vw = (0). If q is ramified then every line-sub-bundle of 
the vector bundle [q*0(S) ® V]w has negative degree. If q is unrami- 
fied then every such line-sub-bundle of degree zero is a non-trivial line 
bundle which is a torsion point of 3c of order which divides the order 
ofW. 

2. There is a canonical exact sequence 

0 -► q*[q*0(S) ® V]w -> 0{S) ® V -+ ®xeA(Vx)o -> 0 . 

In particular, the degree of q*[q*0(S) ® V]w is —b\W\/2. Consequently, the 
degree of [q*0{S) ® V]w is -6/2. 

Proof. We first remark that the natural homomorphism 

q* {[q*0(S) ® V}W) -^ O(S) ® V (4.10) 

is injective and surjective away from the ramification locus A. 
Let L be a line sub-bundle of [q*0(S) ® V]w. Then q*(L) is a subsheaf of 

O(S) ® V and hence has degree < 0. Moreover, the equality deg(<?*(L)) = 0 
holds only if q*(L) is the trivial line-bundle. If q is a branched covering, 
the homomorphism q* : 3c t-> Js is injective. We conclude that deg(L) is 
< 0 and equality deg(L) — 0 holds only if L is the trivial line-bundle. As 
H0([q*O(S) ® V]w) vanishes so does I10(L). Hence, L has negative degree. 
If q is unramified and L has degree zero we saw that L must be in the kernel 
of q* : Sc ^"* $s- In particular, L has finite order, say n. The line bundle 
L determine a cyclic n-sheeted cover a : C -> C which is minimal in the 
following sense:   If q' : S1 —> C is an unramified cover and the pullback 
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q^{L) is trivial then q' factors through a : C -> C. In particular, n divides 
the order of W. 

Recall that all the ramification points of q are simple. At each ramifica- 
tion point x e S, the image of g* ([q*0(S) ® V]w) in 0{S) ® V must be in 
(Vx)o. It follows that the cokernel of q* in (4.10) has length = 6|W^|/2.      D 

This lemma, and the exact sequence (4.8), tells us what the degree of 
the cokernel F must be, finishing the proof of Lemma 4.5. □ 

We can now prove a geometric criterion for Strong base point freeness. 
We will make the following assumption: 

Assumption 4.7. (COMPATIBILITY ASSUMPTION) For all ramification 
points x, the stabiliser Gx acts on V with weights (1,0, ..,0); so that the 
weight one space is one dimensional. 

This is the case, for example, for the Hitchin systems, where the group 
is the Weyl group W of a reductive group, and the representation is the 
standard one on the Cartan algebra. The stabilisers are generated by the 
reflection in the root planes. The compatibility assumption rules out the 
possibility of ramification points of type II. It tells us that 

6 = 6, 

where 6 is the cardinality of the image of the branch locus in C. 

Let a(W, V) denote the number of different orbits in FV of the points 
P((^;)i)j an(i let A(W, V) be the order of the longest orbit. For example, for 
the Hitchin systems, a(Wr, V) counts the number of orbits of the root vectors 
and is either 1 or 2, depending on the group. In turn, \(W, V) satisfies the 
inequality: 

[dim(fl) - dim(f))]/4 < \(W,V) < [dim(fl) - dim(f))]/2 . 

Theorem 4.8.  The Strong base point freeness condition holds if 

1. The map q has simple branch points, and the compatibility Assumption 4-7 
holds. 

2. Assumption 4-4 holds. 

3. The number b of branch points of q : S -» C satisfies: 

b>2a(W,V)\(W,V) . (4.11) 
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Proof. Assume that the Strong base point freeness assumption does not hold. 
Lemma 4.5 implies that there exists a surjective homomorphism of vector 
bundles 

E®Kc^Kc{p) • (4.12) 

The pullback of E ® Kc is isomorphic to ker [V* ® Ks -> ©XEA^V^O] • 
Pulling (4.12) back to S we get a surjective homomorphism 

ker [F* ® Ks -> ©XGA,(V;*)O] -> q*{Kc(p)) . 

Let J? be the finite subset 

of P(Vr*) (i.e., of hyperplanes in P^)). Choose a line £ C F* lying in 
the W-orbit in R which arise most frequently from the ramification points. 
Denote the cardinality of this orbit by A(^). Let 1/ be the line sub-bundle 
£®KsCV*®Ks and L the line bundle Lf(-D) where D is the effective 
divisor 

D:=J2{xeAq\    ^TOi}- 

Then L is a subsheaf of the pullback of q*[E <g> Kc]- Hence, there exists a 
non-trivial homomorphism from L to q*(Kc(p)) (perhaps after replacing £ by 
another line in the same T^-orbit). On the other hand, a simple computation 
shows that deg(L) is larger than deg(g*(ifc(p)))- This wil1 give the desired 
contradiction. 

We proceed to compute the degree of L. It Hi = {V*)o then the stabilizer 

WHi has order K| and it contains Wx. Hence, there are J^y ramification 
points x' in the fiber over q{x) satisfying I = {V*f)i. By our choice of £, the 
number of branch points of this type is > Q(^y) where b is the total number 
of branch points. By definition, we have the inequality A(^) < \(W,V). 
Thus, the degree of L satisfies the inequality 

,     , b \w\ deg(L) > (29s - 2) - deg(A,) + ^^y - ^^y 

^-2) + 2a(W,V)\(W,V)}'m' 

On the other hand, we have 

deg(q*(uc(p))) = (2gc-l)-\W\. 
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Taking the difference we get 

deg(L) - deg(q*(ujc(p))) 
\W\ 

> 
2a(W,V) - \(W,V) 

This difference is positive if the inequality (4.11) holds. □ 

Example. As a test of the efficacy of our geometric criterion, we can show 
that the strong base point freeness Assumption 4.1 holds in most cases for 
the Hitchin system and its generalizations. For these cases, one chooses a 
reductive Lie algebra Q and an effective divisor D of degree d on a fixed curve 
C. The group W is then the Weyl group and V is the Cartan subalgebra of 
g. The curves S embed equivariantly into T*C(D) ® V. In these examples, 
Assumption 4.1 can be verified independently of Theorem 4.8 because the 
vector bundle E®T*C is a direct sum of line bundles (see Lemma 4.9). Com- 
paring both methods we will see that Theorem 4.8 successfully establishes 
Assumption 4.1 in almost all cases. 

If the rank of Q is > 2, then we require that 

b > [dim(fl) — dim(f))] if the group is simply laced and     (4.13) 

b > 2 • [dim(fl) - dim(f))]    if the group is not simply laced.     (4.14) 

In the example of integrable systems of reduced coadjoint orbits (in Sec- 
tion 6.3) and in the generalized Hitchin integrable systems (see [28]) the 
number of branch points b is equal to (2gc — 2 + d) • [dim(fl) — dim(f))] when 
(2gc — 2 + d) is positive. Theorem 4.8 implies Assumption 4.1 in all cases 
except (gc,d) = (0,3), {gc,d) = (1,1), where equality holds in (4.13) and 
the reversed inequality in (4.14). Note that Assumption 4.1 fails in both 
cases for the group SL(n) (see Lemma 4.9). In the non-simply-laced case 
equality holds in (4.14) also when (gc,d) equals (2,0), (0,4) and (1,2). Now 
let us check Assumption 4.1 directly: 

Lemma 4.9. Assume that the algebra of invariant polynomials C[V]W is 
free. Let (di < c^ < • • • < dr) be the degrees of the W-invariant homogenous 
generators. Fix a line-bundle L on C and assume that S admits a W- 
equivariant embedding into the vector bundle X := L ® V*.  Then 

1. the vector bundle E in (4-6) is isomorphic to 

E ^ ®r
i=1L^di-^ . (4.15) 

2. If L equals T*C(D) for some effective divisor D > 0, then E<g)T*C is 
isomorphic to 

E ® T*C = ®r
i=1{T*C)®di {[di -1]'D) 

and is generated by global sections precisely in the following cases: 
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(a) gc > 2. 

(b) gc = 0, deg(Z?) > 4 and di > 2, 

(c) gc = 0, deg(JD) = 3 and di > 3? 

(d) gc = 1 and deg(jD) > 2, 

^ gc — 1, deg(J9) = 1, and di > 3. 

Proof. 1) A choice of generators {/i,... ,/r} of CfF]^ determines an iso- 
morphism of vector bundles over C 

{L®V*)/W ^®r
i=lL®di . 

A relative version of Lemma 4.10 implies that we have an isomorphism of 
vector bundles over the total space of (B^L®^ 

q*{ir*[L-l®V])w   -^  7f*[eJ=1L®-*] . (4.16) 

Thinking off C as a section of ©■L1L®di and restricting the isomorphism 
(4.16) to C we get the isomorphism 

q*(q*(L-1) ®V)W %®UL®-di . 

Tensoring both sides by L we get 

q*(Os®V)W ^QU^1-^ . 

The isomorphism E* = q*(Os ®V)W implies the isomorphism (4.15). 

2) Follows easily from Part 1. □ 

Lemma 4.10. Let (V, W) be as in Lemma 4-9, q'.V-+ V/W the quotient 
map. Then the codifferential d*q induces a canonical isomorphism of trivial 
vector bundles over V/W 

q*(d*q):T*(V/W)   A   {q*T*V]W. (4.17) 

Proof. That (4.17) is an isomorphism is a general fact which holds whenever 
the quotient Y '.= X/W of a smooth variety X by a finite group W is 
smooth. □ 
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5    From Hilbert Schemes to Integrable Systems 

We prove in this section the converse to Theorem 1.1. We start with a 
family of curves on a variety X which has the geometric properties expected 
from the quotient of a family of curves S by a null foliation. We formulate 
this setup in Section 5.1 where we define the notion of a (W, V^-lagrangian 
fibration (TT : X —> £,W,V,Qy) over a curve (Definition 5.2). We have 
made an effort to work with a sufficiently general definition which includes 
the important examples of integrable systems coming from meromorphic 
Higgs pairs and reduced coadjoint orbits of loop groups. In particular, we 
allow ramification points whose stabilizers have arbitrary order. 

In Section 5.2 we study the deformation theory of smooth W-Galois 
covers of E which are embedded in X. We prove that the Hilbert scheme of 
such curves is smooth. The main result, Theorem 5.11, is proven in Section 
5.3. We construct a completely integrable Hamiltonian system supported on 
the family of generalized pryms of all smooth VF-Galois covers of E which 
are embedded in X. 

5.1     (W, F)-Lagrangian Fibrations over a Curve 

We describe in this section the fine structure of the quotient X of the relative 
Galois cover S -> U by the null foliation. Especially delicate is the structure 
along the "vertical" ramification divisors, those which are leaves of the (fio- 
foliation. We will see examples with vertical ramification divisors in section 
6.4. 

Let W be a finite group, x a faithful integral representation of rank n, 
V := xc its complexification, X a smooth n + 1 dimensional quasi-projective 
(or complex analytic) variety, W *-» Aut(X) a faithful action, q : X -* Y 
the quotient, Aq C X the ramification divisor, 

7r:X->E 

a VF-invariant morphism onto a smooth projective curve E, and 

rLveH0(X,[AT*X]®V*) 

a closed ^-invariant y*-valued 2-form. 

Assumption 5.1. We require that the quotient Y is smooth and the mor- 
phism n : Y -> E is submersive. We further assume that the fibers of 
TT : X —> E are smooth (but may have multiplicities). 
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We denote by 

A, = Aq[l] D Aq[2} D • • o Aq[k] D Aq[k + 1] • • • 

the stratification where Aq[k] is the locus of points contained in the inter- 
section of k components of Aq. We further set 

X[0} D X[l] D • - X[k] D X[k + I]- - 

to be the stratification defined by X[0] = X and X[k] = Aq[k] for k > 1. 
Let 

A, = A^ + A™ 

be the decomposition into non-fiber {Ar
q
eg) and fiber (A^0) components with 

respect to TT. Denote by re^A™) the reduced induced scheme structure of 
A^0. Given a component 8 of red(A™), we denote by W$ its (necessarily 
cyclic) stabilizer subgroup in W and by raj the order of Wj. We have the 
equality 

5Cred(A™) 

Observe that the smoothness of both X and the quotient Y implies that each 
component S of A9, endowed with the reduced induced scheme structure, is 
a smooth subvariety of X. The point is that 6 is the fixed locus of the finite 
group Ws- We denote by ps the primitive character of Ws corresponding to 
the fibers of Ns/x- 

Definition 5.2. The quadruple (TT : X -> E, W, V, Oy) is said to be a 
(W, F)-Lagrangian fibration if the following conditions are satisfied: 

1. The morphism TT is fiy-isotropic. 

2. The contraction 

JOy   : ATX-+F*®e>x (5.1) 

is surjective over X \ A^0. 

3. (Minimal degeneracy of the 2-form fiy along A^0) The image subsheaf 

{V'Y CV*®Ox (5.2) 

of the contraction homomorphism (5.1) satisfies the equality 

(vy = {<f (?40*(-E^®y*r)}(E^)     (5-3) 
locally along A^0. Above, Si are the components of the reduced induced 
scheme structure of A^0. 
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Remark 5.3. 

1. Let Pr§/jr/ -> U be a rank 2 Prym integrable system. Assume that 
the Strong Base Point Freeness condition holds (where we use the 
generalization of Assumption 4.1 to the case of general ramification 
points, i.e., we assume that the vector bundle gWj)t(T*5w ® y*)^ 'ls 

generated by global sections). Let (TT : X -> E, W,V,VLv) be the 
quotient of S by the null foliation. Assume further that Y ~ X/W is 
smooth. Then the minimal degeneracy condition (part 3 of Definition 
5.2) is satisfied. The proof goes as follows. Proposition 2.11 together 
with Assumption 4.1 imply that the contraction with fly induces an 
isomorphism of vector bundles/^ : {qu*NSu/x)w -> quAT*Su®V*)w 

over the quotient curves Cu := Su/W C Y. But the surjectivity of fw 

is equivalent to the minimal degeneracy condition (5.3) (see the proof 
of the first part of Lemma 5.6). 

2. It follows from the smoothness of the quotient Y and Condition 2 of the 
Definition that each component 6 of A™9 is reduced and its stabilizer 
subgroup Ws in W is isomorphic to Z/2Z. Moreover, the multiplicity 
of the trivial character of Ws in V is precisely n — 1. The point is that 
Qv induces an isomorphism 

7; ® 7r*TS ^ y* (5.4) 

over [X \ A^0]. Hence, the multiplicity of the trivial character in T^ is 
equal to its multiplicity in V. As TS and T^ are transversal and TX/T^ 
is the trivial character, T^ contains the primitive character ps of W5. 
Hence, so does V. On the other hand, V is an integral representation. 
Hence, if the stabilizer W5 has order > 3 than the multiplicity of the 
trivial character in V is < n — 2. It would follow that the multiplicity 
of the trivial character of W5 in TX\S is < n — 1. This contradicts the 
smoothness of Y (the triviality of the T^-representation T8). 

3. A fiber of TT : [X \ A^0] -* E over a point a E E has a canonical affine 
structure modeled over the vector space T*E ® V* via the integrable 
trivialization (5.4). In particular, smooth projective fibers are abelian 
varieties. 

4. The character p$ of the stabilizer sub-group W$ of a component 5 of 
rec^A^0) may have zero multiplicity in V. 

The following lemma explains why part 3 of Definition 5.2 is a minimal 
degeneracy condition for the 2-form fiy: 

Lemma 5.4.   The right hand side (V")*  of (5.3) is characterized as the 
maximal (locally free) subsheaf of V* ® Ox satisfying 
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1, (V")* =V*®Ox over X\A™ and 

2. The restriction of (V")* to each component 5 C [red(A^0) \ A™[2]] is 
locally isomorphic to [Nj/x]®71 as an Os[Ws]-module. In other words, 
each fiber of the vector bundle (Vff)* over 5 is a direct sum of n copies 
of the same primitive character p$ of the cyclic stabilizer subgroup Wj. 

The proof follows immediately from the definition of (V")*. On the other 
hand, one can check that, if (TT : X —> E, Qy) satisfies all the properties of a 
(VF, F)-Lagrangian fibration over E except possibly property 3 of Definition 
5.2, then (V')* satisfies (1) and (2) in the lemma. The minimal degeneracy 
then says that (V7)* is maximal. 

5.2    Smoothness of the Hilbert Scheme of Curves 

Let Uy be an irreducible Zariski open subset of a Hilbert scheme of curves 
on Y which satisfy 

1. Cu C Y is a section of TT : Y -^ E, i.e., 7tu : Cu —» E is an isomorphism. 

2. (Transversality of the intersection of Cu with the branch locus) Let 
Ku '- Su —> E be the VF-Galois cover obtained as the inverse image 
Su '-= (}~1{Cu) C X. Then Su is a smooth curve. 

Denote by Ux the (WK-invariant) sub-scheme of the Hilbert scheme of 
curves on X which are inverse images of curves in Uy. Clearly Ux is isomor- 
phic to Uy- We will abuse notation and denote both by U. Let p : § -» U 
be the universal curve, p : C —> U its ^-quotient, N§ := N§/[xxU] and 
NQ := Nc/[xxU] their relative normal bundles. Note that C is isomorphic to 
U x E. Let £ : S -» X be the natural morphism. 

Proposition 5.5. 

1. U is smooth. 

2. There is canonical isomorphisms of sheaves on U 

fw 

TU    5p*(Ng)
w    Ap*(u;§A/®c^*)^ (5.5) 

Proof. The main task is to construct the isomorphism fw in (5.5). This is 
achieved in Lemma 5.6. The isomorphism fw identifies the Zariski tangent 
sheaf of the Hilbert scheme as a VF-invariant sub-bundle of a Hodge-bundle. 

The smoothness in Part 1, as well as the isomorphism TU -^ p*(N§)w 

then follows from the infinitesimal TMifting property [25,30] (see also [11, 
Chapters, Section 8.2]). □ 
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The 2-form fiy induces a sheaf homomorphism (see (5.7)) 

/:g*(^s)^g*(^V®C^*). 

In general, / is not an isomorphism. However, / induces an isomorphism on 
the invariant sub-bundles. 

Lemma 5.6.   The 2-form Q,y induces an isomorphism of sheaves on U x E. 

fW'.q*mw    Ag,(Ts*/t,®cnW- (5.6) 

Proof. Since each Su is 1-dimensional, it is JV-isotropic and we get the 
commutative diagram of vector bundles on S 

0  Tm  . e{Tx)  Ng  0 

J                         J<V                     \f .  (5.7) 

0  N£ ® F* — r (T*X) (2) F* - Tg*/C/ ® F*  . o 

Pushing forward to U x E and taking VF-invariant sub-bundles we get the 
homomorphism fw in (5.6). Away from the branch divisor fw is an iso- 
morphism. Hence, fw is an injective sheaf homomorphism. We prove sur- 
jectivity over every Cu. 

Surjectivity of fw over A^: Over A^ the surjectivity is essentially the 
minimal degeneracy condition (part 3 of Definition 5.2). At a point x G A^ 
the curve Su is transversal to the divisor red(A^0) (otherwise Su would not 
be smooth). Denote by y the point qu(x) in Cu. Let 5 C red(A<^)) be the 
corresponding component through x. Thus, T5 surjects onto NSu/x at x. 
The fiber of Tx5ATXSU projects onto NSu/x®TxSu. By the minimal degen- 
eracy condition, it maps via / onto the fiber of (V1)*. Taking ^-invariant 
sections, we conclude that [qu*{Nsu/x QTSy,)^ maps onto [qu*{(Vf)*)]W- 
The latter is, by definition of Vf, 

[ftu{n-red(A~))}r. (5-8) 

Since NSu/x is a VF-invariant vector bundle (it is the pullback of NCU/Y), 

then we have the isomorphisms 

[Qu.NSu/x ® TSU]W * NCu/Y ® (^.T^^^ = 

NCUIY ® TCu(-y) * {qu,Nsu,x)W ® TS(-j/) . 
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Thus, locally around y, the restriction of the left hand side of TE(—y)® 
(5.6) to Cu is [quA^su/x ®TSU)]

W
. On the other hand, the restriction of 

the right hand side of TE(—y)® (5.6) is (locally around y) 

[<?„. {V* 0 05.(fa, - IJre^A*))}]^ ® OcA-v) = 

= [qu.{V*(-red(A™))}]W.   (5.9) 

The surjectivity of fw around y follows from the equality of (5.8) and (5.9). 

Surjectivity of fw over A^g: This will follow from part 2 of Definition 
5.2. Indeed, we know that the quotiented curves are sections of y, and that 
the points in A^g have stabiliser Z/2Z (Remark 5.3). It follows that the 
curves Su, at their intersection with the divisor A^e6, are simply tangent 
to the fibers of the projection TT : X -t S. The isomorphism (5.4) can be 
written as the top row of a diagram 

TV   ^ 7r*T*E(8>F* 
pi id*qu®l     . (5.10) 

Ns 4     us® V* 

The horizontal maps are the contractions with $V, and the vertical ones 
are the natural projections. One can choose suitable bases so that the right 
vertical map d*qu ® 1 is given by z • I, where z is a coordinate on the curve 
vanishing at the tangency point. The left vertical map p has co-rank 1 along 
Ar

ql
9 with kernel the non-rtivial character TSU. Moreover, det(p) vanishes to 

order 1 along A^. Decomposing both V* and the restriction TX\ reg into 
Qu 

weight spaces of the stabiliser, we see that the horizontal map / has rank 
1 over Ar

ql
9 with image us ® {V*)i' Moreover, the sheaf-theoretic image of 

/ around Ar
ql
g is precisely the kernel of (4.2). We have already observed 

that (4.2) is the pull-back qliquA^s ® F*]^} of the sheaf of WT-invariant 
sections. The map / is VF-equivariant, so we have an isomorphism on the 
invariant sections, which is what we needed. 

Since the map fw is an isomorphism away from the branching locus, we 
are done. □ 

5.3    A Symplectic Structure on the Relative Prym 

Let h : Pr -> U be the relative generalized Prym variety. Its fiber over u G U 
is the identity component of [PicQ(Su) ®zx]W• In Section 5.3.1 we construct 
the y*-valued 2-form fty on the relative Jacobian (of degree zero) Jg/tf? and 
show that it is non-degenerate. In Section 5.3.2 we prove that it is closed. 
Using the results of Section 2.2 we get a symplectic structure on the relative 
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prym Prg/c/. The construction is similar to the construction of a symplectic 
structure on the moduli space of Lagrangian sheaves in [11, Chapter 8]. 

5.3.1     Construction of the 2-Form 

We want a PF-invariant F*-valued 2-form on the relative Jacobian over the 
Hilbert scheme of all (smooth) curves in X (including curves which are not 
^-invariant). It may happen that this Hilbert scheme is singular. We know 
however that the locus U of VF-invariant curves is smooth (Proposition 5.5). 
We will thus carry the construction only over U. 

Let 

0->T->T -» N ->0 (5.11) 

be an exact sequence of vector bundles on an algebraic variety M, V a vector 
bundle and 

f:T®V->N* (5.12) 

a sheaf homomorphism. Lemma 5.7 introduces a symmetry condition anal- 
ogous to the Cubic Condition of [10,11]. 

Lemma 5.7.   The following are equivalent 

1. The homomorphism f lifts to a V*-valued 2-form 

nv  G  H0{[AT*]®V*) 

with respect to which r is isotropic (and inducing f). 

2. The extension class e E ff1(iV* ® r) of (5.11) is mapped via f U (•) : 
r -> iV* ® F* to a class in Hl(N* ® N* <g> V*) which is symmetric, 
i.e., satisfies 

fUee Hl({Sym2N*) ® V*) . (5.13) 

Proof The proof is a simple Koszul cohomology argument.   Let B be the 
kernel 

B := ker[A T* ->A r*] . 

B parametrizes 2-forms with respect to which r is isotropic.   We get the 
short exact sequence 

0 -> [A N*] ® F* -^ B (8) F* -^ (N* ® r*) ® F* -> 0 . 
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The connecting homomorphism Si in the long exact sequence 

0 -+ H0([A N*] ® V*) -> i70(S ® 7*) -» 

-> if0((iV* (8) r*) ® y*) ^ ^([A AT*] ® y*) -4 ... 

is induced by the composition of 

1. cup product with the extension class e G Hl(N* ® r) of (5.11) 

#0(JV* ® r* ® V*) -^> jff1 ((iV* ® AT*) ® (r* ® r) ® V*) , 

2. contraction 

if1 ((AT ® AT*) ® (r* ® r) ® V*) 4 Hl(N* ® AT* ® F*) ,    and 

3. wedge product 

jy^jv* ® iv* ® v*) 4 ^([A iv*] ® v*). 

An element / in H0{N* ® r*® F*) lifts to a F*-valued 2-form in i?0(S® 7*) 
if and only if it is in the kernel of Si, which is equivalent to the condition that 
i(fUe) belongs to the kernel of A. The kernel of A is precisely iiZ'1([Sym2N*]® 
V*). □ 

Lemma 5.8. The homomorphism f E Hom(TSUjN^ ,x ® V*) induced by 
the 2-form fiy on X (see (5.7)) pairs with the extension class 
esu€Hl(Su,TSu®N*Su/x)of 

0^*u/x->(T*X)|S!i->T*Su^0 

to give a class 

esu U / € HHSu, N*SU/X ® N*Su/x ® V*) 

which is symmetric, namely, it is in fact in 

if1(5u,Sym2[N^u/x]®V*). 

Proof. This is a direct consequence of the direction 1 =^ 2 of Lemma 5.7. □ 

Lemma 5.9.  There exists a unique W-invariant section 

fty   e   tf0(Js/a, [A T*h/u} ® n 

satisfying 
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1. The fibration Sg/u ~^ U is Qv-isotropic. 

2. The zero section U <-» Jfg/c/ is fly-isotropic, and 

3. Contraction with Qy induces the homomorphism (p : h*TU -> Tj /^ (2) 
y* which, as a homomorphism of trivial vector bundles over each Ja- 
cobian Jsu, is the composition of 

H0(Su,NSu/x)w c H0(Su,NSu/x) ^ H0(SU,T*SU ® K*) = 

iI0(J5u,TV5u®n- 

Proof. The uniqueness of Qy is a simple linear algebra exercise. Hence, 
existence locally over the base U (and even fiberwize over U) implies global 
existence. The existence on each fiber J^ is proven using the direction 2 => 
1 of Lemma 5.7. The extension class 

ej. 6 H^Js^TJs^TZU) =* Horn [H0(Su,NSu/x)w^^(S)®2} 

of 

o -> [fr0(5u, JV5U/X)
W

]* ® c?7Su -^ (T*JI)|7SU -»- TVS„ -»• 0 

is induced by cup product with e^ 

^(S^Ns^/x^ C i?0(5u,iV5uA) ^ HHS^TSJ 

-^Hom[H0(Su,T*Su), H^(Su)} = i?0'1^)®2- 

The symmetry of esu U / implies that eju pairs with the homomorphism 

to a symmetric class. In other words, as a class 

ejuUH0(f)    E   H0>1(S)®(H0(Su,NSu/xyf
2®V* 

it is in fact in the image of i?0'1(S')®Sym2[H0(Su,NSu/x)*](8)V*. The latter 
is isomorphic to 

tf!(JSu, Sym2[H0(Su, NSu/x)*] ® V*) 

(after identifying the weight-1 Hodge structure of Jsu with that of 5^). 
Replacing H0(Su,Nsu/x)* by its W-invariant subspace, we conclude that 
€ju U ip is symmetric.   By the direction 2 => 1 of Lemma 5.7, </? lifts to a 

section of H0{Jsu,{A T*!)^    ®V*). □ 
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Corollary 5.10. There exists a canonical non-degenerate 2-form u on the 
relative Prym Pr^ ^ with respect to which h : Pr^^ -> U is a Lagrangian 
fibration. 

Proof. The existence of u on Pr^ ^ is equivalent to the existence of Q.y on 

^s/u (see Section 2.2). The non-degeneracy of CJ follows from the fact that 

fw is an isomorphism (Proposition 5.5). □ 

5.3.2    Closedness 

The closedness of the 2-form fiy on Sg/jj is easier to prove once we extend 
the 2-form fiy as a 2-form on the Picard bundle of all degrees 

Denote by 

d d 

** ■ n^ -^ n^ 
the natural morphism from the d-th fiber product of S over U to the d-th 
cartesian product of X. Let 

d 

be the Abel Jacobi morphism. Denote by Qy^ the 2-form on Yl X given by 

Yli=iPi{^'v) where pi : Yl X -> X is projection on the z-th factor. 

Theorem 5.11. 

1. There exists a unique W-invariant extension o/fiy from Sg/jj to Sg/jj, 
denoted also by Oy, satisfying 

(a) The extended 2-form is compatible with the group structure o/J§m 
(see Definition 2.3). 

(b) We have the equality for all d > 1 

AS(fiv)    =    td(nV4) . (5.14) 

2. The extended V*-valued 2-form Qy on Sg/u is closed and its restriction 

to Sg/jj satisfies the rank 2 condition Al(fty) A A*(ttv) = 0. 

3. There exists a canonical W-invariant extension of the 2-form Q, from 
J§/{7®ZX to $hu®'l'X-- The extended 2-form Q, is compatible with the 
group structure of JIg/[/®zX (see Definition 2.3). 
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4-  The restriction of ft to the relative prym variety UVg/^ is a symplectic 

structure and the morphism Pr^^ -» U is a Lagrangian fibration. 

Proof. 1) 

Uniqueness: If 0' and ft" are two such extensions, then the equality (5.14) 
would imply that ^(ft' — ft") = 0 for all d > 1. The dominance of Aj for 
d > g implies the vanishing of ft' — ft" on Sg/jj for d > g. Compatibility with 
the group structure implies the equality over all components. 

W-invariance: Holds for Jg^ by construction. It is also satisfied by fty^ on 
]^[dX. Hence, the unique extension satisfying the compatibility Conditions 
la and lb must also be W-invariant. 

Existence: Let D C X be a divisor whose components are isotropic with 
respect to the V*-valued 2-form on X. Assume further that the degree do of 
the restriction of Ox(D) to Su is not equal to zero. Note that the pull-back 
of a divisor on S is isotropic. Denote by V the section of Sg/jj —>• U obtained 
by pullback of Ox{D) to S. It follows from Example 2.4 that there exists a 
unique extension of fty to Jg/^ which is compatible with the group structure 
and with respect to which V is isotropic. The proof that the extended fty 
satisfies the compatibility Condition lb of the Theorem is similar to that of 
Lemma 8.12 and Corollary 8.13 in [11]. 

2) Both closedness and the rank 2 condition are immediate consequences of 
part 1. On X the 2-form fty has rank 2. Hence, on S 

AUSlv) A AUSlv) = ^(£V A fty) = 0 . 

Since i) fty is closed on X and ii) The Abel-Jacobi morphism is dominant 
for d > g (and submersive for d > 2g — 1), then the 2-form is closed on 
components of Jg^ of degree > g. For closedness on components of degree 
< g: use the fact that the extended form fty on Jg^ is invariant under 
translations by sections of C-D (2.4). 

3) We construct ft on JTg^ ®i x from the extended F*-valued fty on JTg^ 
in the same manner as in Section 2.2. 

4) Follows from the closedness and Corollary 5.10. D 
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5.3.3     Symplectic Structure on Twisted Pryms 

In many applications, integrable systems of generalized prym varieties are 
not globally isomorphic to Pr^ ^ but are only Pr^/^-torsors (regarding Pr^ ^ 

as a group scheme). In all the examples in Sections 6 and 7 the relevant 
torsors naturally embed into Sg/jj ®z X and are, locally over the base [/, 

cosets of Prg z^. There is a canonical symplectic structure on any such torsor 
(independent of a local choice of a translation). Simply restrict the 2-form 0 
which was constructed on Jig /C/®zX m Part 3 of Theorem 5.11. Equivalently, 

translate the symplectic structure on Pr^^ to the torsor in S^/JJ ®z X via 

local sections which are f2-isotropic (with fi as in part 3 of Theorem 5.11). 
Recall that Pr^^ is the identity component of the group [JTg/^ ® x]^. 

Hence, we can split the data determining a Prg/^-torsor into Datum 1) 

determining a [Jg/f/® x]^-torsor and Datum 2) determining a Pr^/^-torsor 

within [^/JJ ® x]1^- Torsors of [J^/u ® x]^ in ^s/u ® X which are locally 

cosets of [Jig .jj ® x]1^ are parametrized by elements in the group 

Z^H^UJl/v^x)] (5.15) 

of global cocycles. When the integrable system comes from a (W,^)- 
lagrangian fibration X, global cocycles commonly arise from cocycles in 
Zl\W, Pic(X)] via the homomorphism 

Zl[W,Vic(X)]    —>   Z^H^UJg/u®*)]. 

A cocycle c in (5.15) is a map 

c :  W   _>   H\UJllu®x) 

satisfying the condition wi(c{w2)) + c(wi) = c(wiW2), for every wi,W2 in 
W (recall that the W-action is the diagonal action). We have the global 
coboundary map 

S:H0(UJl/u®x)-^Zl[W,H0(UJl/u®x)} (5.16) 

where, given a section r of JJ|^ ® x? the coboundary 5T is the map 

(5r)(w)   = wr — r. 

Given a cocycle c in (5.15) we get the [JTgm ® xl^-torsor 

[rs/u®x]^c   :=    {Ce[rm®x}  I    SC = c} (5.17) 

where £ is a local section of Jfg^ ® x and 5 in (5.17) is the local analogue 
of (5.16). For example, given any global section r of Jg/^ ® X? the torsor of 
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its coboundary [JFg/^ ® x]^5^ is simply the coset r + [Jfg^ ® x]W• We see 

that isomorphism classes of [JJg/jj® x]W-^OTSOIS are parametrized by classes 

in Hl[W, ^(U, Sg/jj ® x)] which are locally trivial, i.e., by the kernel of the 

homomorphism H^W, H0(U, J*/c/ ® x)] ^ ^0[^ ^y1 (^ J|/c/ ® x)]- 
The relevant cocycle c in (5.15) for the Hitchin system and for most of 

the examples in Sections 6 and 7 is identified in [7, Section 5.3] . On the 
other hand, Datum 2 turns out to include a class in H2(W, T) where T is 
the torus x ® Cx ([7, Section 5.2]). 

6    Examples 

6.1     Classical Pryms 

Our first example will be that of classical Prym varieties, for which W — 
Z/2, and V is the sign representation. Let us then suppose that our curves 
Su,u G £/", all have genus #, and let Z/2 act on each of these curves, with 
the quotient curves 5'u/(Z/2) having genus h. The Prym varieties then have 
dimension g — h, and then U must also be of the same dimension. Let us 
suppose that the system of Prym varieties Pr —> U has rank two. Assuming 
that the genericity conditions are satisfied, one then obtains a surface X, 
equipped with an involution / and a non-degenerate F-valued /-invariant 
2-form. This is the same as an ordinary 2-form whose sign is changed by /: 
I*UJ = — to. Note that this forces the fixed points of the involution on X to 
be curves. 

The curves Su embed in X, with normal bundle Ksu. As we have 
seen, the deformation theory for such curves is unobstructed, giving a g- 
dimensional family of curves, with a g — /i-dimensional family of /-invariant 
curves. One can build [23] the integrable system of Jacobians corresponding 
to the ^-dimensional family, giving the proposition: 

Proposition 6.1. Any rank 2 system of classical pryms has a canonical 
extension to a rank 2 system of Jacobians. 

We can also examine the genericity condition A (condition B is vacuous 
when v = 1), and show that it holds unless S is a hyperelliptic curve with an 
extra Z/2-symmetry. Indeed, the genericity condition is that for every point 
p on the curve, there be a 1-form </> on the curve which does not vanish at 
the point with /*</> = —</>. If there is a form ij) which vanishes at p but not 
at /(p), one can build an anti-invariant (j) by taking cj) = if; — Pip. Thus, for 
the genericity condition to fail, one needs: 

h0(S,K(-p-I(p))=g-l, 
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and so 
h0(S,O(p + I(p))=2. 

The curve is thus hyperelliptic, withp and I(p) mapping to the same point in 
P1. If the involution / is the hyperelliptic involution, the genericity condition 
holds, for a trivial reason: all the forms are anti-invariant. Thus / is not 
hyperelliptic, and then / descends to a non-trivial automorphism of P1, as it 
preserves the linear system \0(p + I(p)\. In any case, this shows that for the 
genericity condition to fail, the curve must be hyperelliptic, with an extra 
involution commuting with the hyperelliptic involution. 

6.2    Hit chin Systems 

We now turn to our motivating example: the Hitchin systems for arbitrary 
reductive complex groups G [20,21]. Fixing such a G, a compact Riemann 
surface of genus 3, and a degree fc, we consider the moduli space Ai of 
stable Higgs pairs (P, </>), where P is a G-principal bundle over S and 0, the 
Higgs field, is an element of iI0(£,a<i(P) ® K^). A Zariski open set of this 
space can be identified with the cotangent bundle of the moduli space of 
stable principal G-bundles on E, and the symplectic structure on M is the 
cotangent structure. In this way, the tangent bundle to M is described by 
an exact sequence 

0 -> #0(E,ad(P) ® Kx) -> TM -> Hl{X,ad(P)) -+ 0 . (6.1) 

To each element of M we can associate a spectral curve: one associates 
to each point p of E the Weyl group orbit of points in K^, <S> f)|p which lie in 
the closure of the G-orbit of (f)(p). Doing this for all p yields a spectral curve 
S lying in K^ ® f). S is a W-Galois cover of the original E. The spectral 
curves, by the way they are built, only have one point in the closure of any 
Weyl chamber, and the branch points of the projection to E only occur at 
the walls of the Weyl chambers, that is the points with non-trivial stabiliser. 

Let us fix a Cart an subgroup iif, a Borel subgroup B of G which contains 
i?, and let f), b be the corresponding Lie algebras. One shows that the lift 
q*P of the bundle P to S has a natural reduction Pg to B in such a way 
that q*(j) lies in ad(PB) ® K^ and the image of q*^ via the characteristic 
map from ad(PB) ® K^ to f) ® KY, yields precisely the curve 5 [32]. The 
projection on the level of groups from B to H associates to PB a bundle PH\ 

a choice of theta divisor on the base curve then gives us a canonical way of 
twisting PH to a PH [32], which is invariant under W. The data of 5, PH is 
sufficient to reconstruct the Higgs pair. The connected component contain- 
ing the trivial bundle of the set of ^-invariant bundles is parametrised by 
the Prym variety Pr(S) of S. Unfortunately, the bundle P# need not lie in 
Pr(S) (the discrete data which determines the component of PH includes, in 
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addition, the extension class in if2(W, H) of the normalizer N(H), see [7]). 
Nevertheless, we do have a local version of the parametrization, sufficient for 
our purposes. 

Theorem 6.2 ([7,13,20,21,32]). (a) Let SQ be a spectral curve as above. 
Consider the variety J\f of pairs (5, P#); where S is a W-invariant defor- 
mation in KY, ® 1) of SQ, and PH a W-invariant H-bundle over S, lying in 
Pr(S). Under the correspondence given above, Af is locally isomorphic to 
M. 

(b) The projection (S,PH) —> S under the identification of (a) defines a 
Lagrangian foliation of a Zariski open subset of M. 

Deformations of the spectral curve correspond as usual to sections of the 
normal bundle. The space K^ ® f) has a natural f)-valued two-form on it, 
obtained from the cotangent structure on K^- As above, this form gives 
a map from the normal bundle to the curves to the bundle Ks ® f). If we 
impose some genericity on the branch points (that the stabilisers be of order 
two), the regularity Condition 3.1 holds for these curves. In any case, there 
is an isomorphism 

H\S,N)W ~H\S,KS®\))W . 

Corresponding to the Lagrangian foliation, one thus has at a generic point 
of .M, an exact sequence 

0 -> Hl{S, O ® \))w -+TM^ H^S,Kz ® \))w -> 0 . (6.2) 

At a generic point there are two Lagrangian leaves, one coming from 
the cotangent structure and one from the integrable system of the spectral 
curves, which intersect transversally. In particular, the leaves of the inte- 
grable system define a splitting of the sequence (6.2) and the symplectic 
form on M is computed from Serre duality on the induced splitting 

TM ~ #0(£, ad(P) ® Kx)™ © Hl(E, ad{P))w. (6.3) 

Let us compute this form explicitly. We can assume generically that </> 
is everywhere a regular element of Q. Let (ai, &i), (02,62) represent two 
elements of (6.3). The symplectic form applied to these two elements is 

ft((ai, 61), (02, 62)) =< ai, 62 >E - < 02, 61 >s , 

where <,> denotes Serre duality on S. Explicitly, let us suppose that we 
have a two parameter family P(xi, #2), ^(^15^2) of elements of .M, so that 
(aj,bj) = dj((f),P) at Xj = 0. Let E be covered by two open sets, [/Q, 

the complement of a point p, and a disk Ui around that point, and let 
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T(xi,X2) be transition matrices for P(xi,X2) with respect to this covering. 
The Higgs fields are then represented by Lie algebra-valued forms fa on Ui 
with fa = Tfa on the overlaps. The symplectic form is given by 

ftttai, &i), (02,62)) = resv [tr [{dlfa{d2T • T"1) - (<920)(<9iT • T"1)]]   , 

with tr denoting the Killing form. 
Instead of computing on the base curve E, we can lift to the spectral 

curve (TT : S —> E), and compute there: 

fi((ai, 61), (02,62)) = M^F|(
<

 
ai'&2 >S - <a2,6i >5) . 

Now on the spectral curve, we have a reduction to the Borel subgroup B in 
such a way that (j) lies in b. We have exact sequences of groups 

0->iV-> B->H ->0 , 

where N is the unipotent subgroup. There is a corresponding exact sequence 
of Lie algebras 

If we fix a principal nilpotent element e in n, any regular element of the f) 
has a unique representative in b of the form e + h,h G f), up to the action 
of the Weyl group. The lift to S resolves this ambiguity, and, since (f> is 
everywhere regular, we can choose a trivialisation of P over C/Q such that 
faz) = e + ho(z), z G S. Now let us choose our point p so that fap) is 
semisimple. On the disk t/i, restricting if necessary, we can conjugate to fj, 
and so write (j) as hi{z) E 1). On the overlap of UQ and C/i, 

/ii(^)=T(z)(e + /ioW) • 

The transition matrix T(^) G B can be split as T{z) = TH{Z)TN(Z),TH G 
H,TN G N. We have then 

a.-T • T-
1
 = a^Tfl- ■ T^

1
 + T^a.Tiv • T-

1
T-

1
 . 

We note that the second term lies in n, and so gives zero when paired with 
elements of f). Evaluating the symplectic form, we then have: 

(< 01,62 >5 - < 02,61 >s) = 

= rc5P[tr[(ft/ii)(ftrH-r^1)-(ft/ii)(airH.r^1)]] .  (6.4) 

This last expression is the explicit expression of the Serre duality pairing 
between Hl(S,0 ® f)) and H0(S,K^ ® f)); note that we have "abelianised" 
the pairing by lifting to the spectral curve. 
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Now let us choose an equivariant extension of the bundle PH to a neigh- 
borhood of a spectral curve So in K^ <g> f). This extension gives a way, in 
effect, of fixing the transition function T# while varying </> and the spectral 
curve. One sees from (6.4) that such variations all lie in a Lagrangian subva- 
riety. Also, this extension allows us to write all H bundles on nearby curves 
as PH ® Pf

H where Pf
H has degree zero, and is WMnvariant. This allows us 

to write M as an integrable system of Prym varieties: 

with the symplectic form defined by Serre duality between the tangent space 
to the zero-section (H0(S,Kx ® }t))w) and the tangent space to the fibers 
{Hl(S,0®l))w). 

In turn this gives, as we have seen, a ^-valued two-form on the corre- 
sponding family of Jacobians, again constructed using Serre duality. We 
now want to consider the pull back of this form to the space S —> U under 
the Abel map. This map usually associates to a point p in a curve Su the 
line bundle corresponding to the divisor p — po, where po is a base point. To 
obtain an equivariant Abel map, we average over the group: 

wew 

Let our base point for Su be the intersection of Su with a fixed fiber 7r~:l(A), 
TT : Kz ® f) -> E, and a fixed Weyl chamber. We now want to compute the 
symplectic form at p. Let us suppose that we are away from the branch 
points. The projection to E gives uniform coordinates on all the curves Su^ 
and in effect splits TS as TU © TE, identifying TE with TSUl and mapping 
TU to the normal bundle Nsu. With respect to this splitting, the symplectic 
form is obtained by mapping vectors in TJJ to Nsu, then using the f)-valued 
symplectic form ft^ on X = K^ ® f) to map to Ksu <8> I), and then pairing 
with TSU. In particular, the fact that we are factoring through Nsu shows 
that: 

Proposition 6.3. The \)-valued symplectic form on S is lifted from X = 
iCs ® f). The Hitchin system for an arbitrary reductive group is of rank two, 
and the {W,V)-fibration associated to it is the quadruple (TT : Ks ® f) —> 

6.3     Coadjoint Orbits 

Let us consider a reductive complex Lie group G, and Q its Lie algebra. Let 
tr denote a non-degenerate invariant bilinear on g.  We can form the loop 
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algebra: 
r A     .      ) 

9iX\9i 6 0 >  • 
> / 

As a vector space, this splits as a sum Lg+®Lg- of polynomial and negative- 
Laurent loops. A pairing constructed from tr and taking residues identifies 
(a dense subspace of) (Lg+)* with Lg-. The dual space (Lg+)* ~ Lg-, with 
its canonical Lie-Poisson structure, has many finite dimensional symplectic 
leaves. The symplectic leaves are all coadjoint orbits; when g is semi-simple, 
the finite dimensional orbits are all of elements of Lg_ of the form: 

A(X) = N(\).p(X)-1 (6.6) 

where p(X) = HILi^ ~~ ^) 'IS some polynomial and N(X) £ Lg+ is of degree 
< n = deg(p(\)) [24]. One expands around infinity to obtain an element 
of Lg-. The coadjoint action preserves the form (6.6), and the polynomial 
p(X) is an invariant of the orbit. The conjugacy classes of the polar parts of 
A(X) are also invariants of the orbit. We will consider only these orbits, as 
we want to consider only the finite-dimensional ones. 

As for the Hitchin systems, there is a natural Lagrangian foliation on 
such coadjoint orbits, defined in terms of spectral curves [3,31]. (Indeed both 
these systems and Hit chin's fall into a larger class [28].) Generic elements of 
Lg- are regular at each A, and we will again restrict our attention to these. 
At each A, then, as we are dealing with regular N(\), one has a unique 
correspondence under conjugation with orbits of the Weyl group W of G 
in the Cartan subalgebra f) of g: for semi-simple elements, this is merely 
the intersection of \) with the orbit, and for more general elements, the 
intersection with the closure of the orbit. 

The leaves of the Lagrangian foliation then correspond uniquely to spec- 
tral curves 5° in C x f); to iV(A), one associates the points (A, /i), where h 
lies in the closure of the G-orbit of N(X). This curve compactifies to a curve 
5 lying in the total space of the vector bundle 0(n — 1) ® f) over Pi. We 
will suppose that the curves are smooth; this in fact implies that N(X) is 
everywhere regular. The curve S admits a Galois action of the Weyl group, 
with quotient Pi. At the zeroes of p , the conjugacy class is fixed along the 
orbit, and so the fiber of the spectral curve is also fixed. 

We can reduce the orbits by the action of conjugation by G. The moment 
map for this action consists of taking the leading order (order (n—1)) term at 
A = oo. The reduction then fixes the leading order term, and so the spectral 
curve at infinity. For the reduced orbits, we then obtain spectral curves S 
which all meet in the same |Vr|-orbits in I) over A^ and at A = oo, that is 
(n+1) points; we will suppose that these orbits are generic, of cardinality 
\w\. 
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We can again define an additional datum for each element of the reduced 
orbit. At generic (semi-simple) points of the spectral curve, the lift of the 
trivial principal G-bundle on Pi to the spectral curve, has a natural reduction 
PH to the Cartan subgroup H, consisting of bases which conjugate iV(A) to 
the corresponding element of f). This i^-bundle extends to the non-generic 
points, that is, where the curve meets the walls of the Weyl chamber. Both 
curve and bundle are invariant under the action of W. 

This correspondence gives a local isomorphism ([13,22,32]) 

reduced orbits ~ {Inv't spectral curves, inv't H—bundles over the curves}, 

Choosing, as for the Hitchin systems, an equivariant extension of the bundle 
PH at a spectral curve S to a neighborhood of the curve in 0(n — 1) gives 
a local identification of this system with an integrable system Pr of gener- 
alised Prym varieties,again over a base U parametrising the possible spectral 
curves: Pr —> U. 

Under the isomorphism of the orbit with the fibration by Pryms, we have 
a description of the tangent space to the reduced orbit as an exact sequence 

ti-+Hl{S,0® \j)w -> T(Orbit) -+ R -> 0 , (6.7) 

where R is a subspace of H0(S,N)W. An equivariant extension of the bun- 
dle from S to a neighborhood of S in X gives a way of moving the curve 
while fixing the bundle, and so of splitting (6.7). If we do this, we have an 
isomorphism: 

T(orbit) ~ H^S, O ® \])w © R , (6.8) 

Now the curves 5 lie in the space 0(n — 1) ® fj. The coadjoint action fixes 
the spectral curves over the zeroes of p(A), and the reduction fixes it at 
infinity. R is in fact the subspace of H0(S, N)w of sections which vanish at 
these points. There is a natural meromorphic f)-valued symplectic form f^ 
on 0(n — 1) <S> f). The choice of coordinate A on P1 and the polynomial p(X) 
determine an isomorphism of line bundles 0(n — 1) = T*P1(oo + 'YA-I \) 
and on T*P1(oo + YA=I ^i) ® f) we ^ave a canonical meromorphic 2-form. 
Explicitly, let z be the fiber coordinate in the standard trivialisation of 0(n — 
1). If ei is a basis of fj, with zl the corresponding coordinate on 0(n — 1) (8) f), 
then the form is given on 0(n — 1) ® f) by fi^ = p(A)"1 X)f(^ A ^2) ® ei' 
The poles of this form coincide with the zeroes of the elements of i?, and we 
contract with it to obtain an isomorphism: 

R~H\S,K®\))W . 

With this isomorphism, (6.8) becomes: 

T(orbit) ~ H^S, O ®\))w © H\S, K ® \))w, 
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The two summands are Serre duals to each other, allowing a natural defini- 
tion of a skew form on Pr. This skew form is independent of the extension 
chosen, and one has: 

Proposition 6.4 ([22]). On the reduced orbits, this skew form is the re- 
duced Kostant-Kirillov form. 

This system is an example of the rank two systems discussed above. The 
variety X is obtained from 0{n — 1) <8> f) by blowing up at the points on the 
spectral curves lying over the zeroes Ai,.., A^ of p(A), and over oo, recalling 
that these are constant along the coadjoint orbit. (One blows up taking 
multiplicities of the A^ into account). The variety X is foliated by projection 
to P^C): this will be the </>o-foliation. 

The lift fifj of the f)-valued 2-form f^ to X is non-singular. The Weyl 
group acts naturally on X, and preserves the f) valued form Vt^ under the 
simultaneous action of W on X and f). 

Repeating the argument for the Hitchin systems, we have 

Proposition 6.5. The coadjoint orbit systems have rank two, and the 
[W, V)-Lagrangian fibrations associated to them are the four-tuples (TT : X —> 
P1, W, f)*,^) constructed above. 

6.4    (W, f))-Lagrangian Fibrations as Invariants of Coadjoint 
Orbits 

Given a coadjoint orbit R of LQ determined by an element A(A) = N(X)/p(X) 
as in (6.6) it is natural to ask: Is the reduced coadjoint orbit a Lagrangian 
fibration whose generic fiber is isogenous to the Prym variety associated to a 
smooth W-Galois spectral cover o/P1 ? If R is an orbit for which the answer 
is affirmative, we say that R has a smooth spectrum. An analogous question 
can be formulated for the moduli spaces of meromorphic Higgs pairs over 
a curve of higher genus as in [28]. We know that if the leading coefficients 
of the polar part of A(X) are regular and semi-simple, then R has a smooth 
spectrum. For a general orbit, the question seems rather subtle. There are 
examples of orbits R with singular spectrum. For example, if Q = g^ and 
the Laurent tail of A(X) at A = 0 has the form 

A(\)  =   (JV)     (modA)'       k^2> ^ 
then the generic fiber will be the Picard variety of a hyperelliptic curve with 
a planar singularity of analytic type y2 — xk. 

Theorems 1.1, 1.2, and 1.3 suggest a geometric characterization of the 
coadjoint orbits with smooth spectrum. The main point is that the (W, f))- 
lagrangian fibration XR, associated to an orbit R with smooth spectrum, can 
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be constructed from a simple infinitesimal invariant of R. In fact, regardless 
of the smoothness of the spectrum of i?, we can construct a variety XR with 
a T^-action as follows. Let D be the divisor oo + Y^^i ^i (see Section 6.3). 
XR is isomorphic to XD := T*F1(D) ® t) away from the fibers over points in 
D. XR can be obtained from XD via a complicated blow-up. It is easier to 
construct first the quotient YR := XR/W which is an affine bundle over F1. 

Let YD be the vector bundle XD/W. YD is isomorphic to ©S(f}) (T*?1 (£>))* 
where the d^'s are the degrees of the Casimirs of Q. YR is the affine bundle 
whose sections are sections of YD coming from characteristic polynomials 
of elements of R. More precisely, the coadjoint orbit R determines a pair 
(YR, UR) of a subsheaf Y^ of YD and a section UR of the torsion sheaf YD/Y^ 

(supported on a subscheme of P1 whose set-theoretical support is contained 
in D). YR is the affine bundle whose sections come from sections of YD which 
project to UR. YR is a Y^-torsor and the two are isomorphic upon a choice 
of a section of YR. 

Consider, for example, the case of a simple root A^ of p. If N(Xi) is 
regular and semi-simple, then Y^ is equal to Yb(—A2-) locally around A; and 
UR is the characteristic polynomial of N(\i). If, on the other hand, iV(A2) 
is nilpotent, then around Az- the section UR vanishes and YR is the subsheaf 
Y^ of YD- The length of the stalk of the torsion sheaf YD/Y'R at Ai records 
the order of vanishing of the Casimirs along the coadjoint orbit of N(Xi) in 
0*.  For example, if N(Xi) is regular nilpotent, then Y^ = Yb(—A^) around 

\i. If i\r(Ai) = 0, then Y^ = eJ^^T'P1)* around A*. 
If R has a smooth spectrum and the vector bundle (4.2/) is generated by 

its global sections, then the (W, f))-lagrangian fibration XR is determined as 
the smooth locus of the normalization of the fiber product 

XD XYDYR 

(the fiber product is singular along a hypersurface in general). Often, the 
coadjoint orbit R determines a singularity for all spectral curves in XD 

and the morphism XR -> XD resolves the singularity of the generic curve. 
By Theorems 1.1 and 1.2, the natural F)-valued meromorphic 2-form fi^ on 
XD pulls back to a holomorphic 2-form on XR which satisfies the minimal 
degeneracy condition of Definition 5.2 (see also part 1 of Remark 5.3). This 
proves the implication 1 => 2 in the following conjecture. Theorem 5.11 
supports the reverse implication. 

Conjecture:  The following are equivalent: 

1. The orbit R has a smooth spectrum and the vector bundle (4-£) of its 
generic spectral curve Su is generated by its global sections. 

2. XR is a (W,V)-lagrangian fibration and Y'R is generated by its global 
sections. 
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Example 6.6. It is easy to see that for g = sl2 and R the orbit with singular 
spectrum given by (6.9), the surface XR is not symplectic. We get around 
Xi the equalities: 

YD = [T*Flf2(2k\i)     and 

YR = Ylt = Yoi-kXi) = [T^f^kXi) 

while XR = r*IP1(|Ai) if k is even and has a fiber of multiplicity 2 over A; 
if k is odd. In the odd case, XR is obtained by 1) blowing-up r*P1([|] A,-) 
at the zero point in the fiber over A;, 2) blowing-up again at the intersection 
point of the two components in the fiber, and 3) excluding the two previous 
components in the fiber. In both cases, Q^ is a section of ^xR{[^\fi) where 
fi is the fiber of XR over A^. Thus, the 2-form Ct^ is meromorphic when 
k > 2. Contraction of sections of the normal bundle of a (smooth) curve in 
XR with Jlfj results in a meromorphic 1-form on the curve. This corresponds 
to the fact that the dualizing line-bundle of the singular curve pulls-back to 
the normalization as a sheaf of meromorphic 1-forms. 

6.5    Special Cases 

For both the Hitchin system and the coadjoint orbits, further reductions are 
possible for particular choices of the reductive group: as both cases are quite 
similar, we will treat the Hitchin case. 

6.5.1 GL(n,C) 

In this case, one has spectral curves sitting inside K^ ® C1, with the per- 
mutation group Sn acting on CT1. Projecting from C72 to the first coordinate 
maps the n!-fold covering S of E to an n-fold covering 5 lying in K-z- In a 
parallel fashion, one takes the character p — (1,0,0,.., 0) and forms the line 
bundle L — PH X^ C, which descends to S. (The curve S corresponds to all 
orderings of eigenvalues, and the map to S picks out one of these, the first. 
Similarly, PH corresponds to the set of frames consisting of eigenvectors, 
and one just picks out the first to form L). One can reconstitute the pair 
5, PH from 5, L. The map (S,PH) *-* {S^L) converts the rank two system 
of Pryms to a rank two system of Jacobians, whose corresponding surface is 

6.5.2 SL(n,C) 

Here one again has the permutation group Sn acting on spectral curve, which 
are now embedded in K^ ® CT1-1, where Cn~l G C71 is the set of elements 
whose coordinates sum to zero. Taking this embedding and mapping to the 
first coordinate as before, one obtains a curve S lying in K^ such that over 
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each point of E, the n points of S lying above that point sum to zero in the 
fiber of K^. In turn, the line bundle L that one obtains by following the 
procedure outlined above has the property that the determinant of E = n+L 
is constant, TT : S —> E. The system has a canonical extension to a rank two 
system of Jacobians, obtained by dropping both the sum constraint on the 
curve, and the constraint on the bundle E. This amounts to passing from 

SL(n,C) toGL(n,C)' 

6.5.3    SO(2n, C) or 5p(2n,C) 

In this case, one has an extension of (Z/2)n by <Sn, acting on curves embedded 
in Kz 0 C1. Projecting to the first coordinate yields curves S in i^s which 
are 2n-fold covers of E under the projection, and which are invariant under 
the involution 7 on the fibers of K^ —> S given by the action of —1. On 
the level of line bundles, one obtains elements lying in the classical Prym 
varieties of S. The rank two system of J^-Pryms (with corresponding curves 
S) is equivalent under this map to a rank two system of Z/2-Pryms (with 
corresponding curves S). 

7    Principal Bundles over Poisson Elliptic Surfaces 

Examples of (W, F)-Lagrangian fibrations TT : X -> E with compact fibers 
arise naturally in the study of principal bundles over Poisson elliptic surfaces. 
The moduli space of principal G-bundles on the surface turns out to be an 
associated prym integrable system. These moduli spaces play a central role 
in the duality between heterotic string and F theory compactifications. 

7.1     (W, y)-Lagrangian Fibrations with Compact Fibers 

2 
Let (Z,V0 be a smooth projective Poisson surface, ip G H0(Z,A TZ) the 
Poisson structure, p : Z -> E an elliptic fibration, and a : E <-» Z a section. 
For simplicity, we assume that the fibers of p are all irreducible. It follows 
from the existence of the section a that all fibers are also reduced. Every 
such surface Z is a double cover of a ruled surface 

77   :   Z  -> Z/L 

where L is the elliptic involution (see [14, Chapter 1, Theorem 4.4]). Denote 
by L the conormal bundle of a in Z. L is the line bundle over E 

[RVOZ]*. (7.1) 
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There exist sections g2 of tf0(E,L®4) and 53 of ir0(E,L®6) such that Z is 
the zero divisor in the threefold F[L®2 © L®3 © 0%] of the section 

2/22: - 4x3 - p2^^2 - Qsz3 

of C?(3) ® L6 where 0(1) is the tautological line bundle on the P2 bundle. 
Above, x, y, and z are the tautological sections of 0(1) ® L2, O(l) ® I/3, 
and O(l) respectively. The projection 

r?  :  Z -> P[L02 © OE] (7.2) 

is the quotient by the elliptic involution. The branch locus of rj belongs to 
the linear system |(9(4)®L<8)6| on P[L02©C?x;]- The branch locus decomposes 
as the disjoint union a + A^ where a is the section at infinity z — 0 and A^ 
is a trisection of the ruling defined by 4x3 + gixz1 + <?323. The components 
a and A^ are in the linear systems 10(1)1 and |0(3) ® L06] respectively. 

There are four families of examples of such surfaces depending on the 
degree of L and the genus of the base curve E (see [14, Chapter 1, Lemma 
3.18, Proposition 3.23, and Theorem 4.3]). The canonical bundle of Z is 

Kz  - p*{KE®L) . 

In general, deg(L) in non-negative. The assumption that Z is a Poisson 
surface implies that deg(L) is either 0, 1, or 2. Moreover, the base curve E 
is either P1 or an elliptic curve. 

1. If deg(L) = 0 and E is an elliptic curve, then L is the trivial line bundle 
(the non-degeneracy of the section ip along the section a rules out the 
possibility that L is a line bundle of order 2 on E). The symplectic 
surface Z is a product of two elliptic curves. 

2. If deg(L) = 0 and E = P1, then Z is the product E x P1 of an elliptic 
curve E and P1. In this case, ip is the pull-back of a section -0 of 
UJ~I = 0pi(2). We have two sub-cases: $ has either two simple zeroes, 
or a double zero. 

3. If deg(L) = 1, then E = P1 and Z is the blow-up of P2 at 9 points 
which are the base points of a pencil of plane cubic curves. Z is a 
double cover of the Hirzebruch surface F2 := P[0pi(2) © <V]. The 
Poisson structure ip is degenerate along a single elliptic fiber. Denote 
by / the class of the fiber of F2 -> P1. Then the trisection A^ is a 
curve of genus 4 in the linear system |0F2 (3<T + 6/)|. 
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4. If deg(L) = 2, then E = P1 and Z is a (symplectic) K3 surface which 
is a double cover of the Hirzebruch surface F4 := P[(9pi(4) © Opi]. We 
have the equality 

ug2  =  0^(45 + 12/) 

The trisection A^ is a curve of genus 10 in the linear system |a;F
2(—cr)|. 

Let G be a semi-simple simply-connected complex Lie group, H a max- 
imal torus, A := llom(H, Cx) its weight (and root) lattice and x := A* the 
dual lattice. Denote by Z0 the locus in Z where p is a smooth fibration. We 
consider Z0 as a group scheme, taking our section a as the zero-section, and 
form the quasi-projective variety 

X  :=  Z0®zx. (7.3) 

If the surface Z is symplectic, there is a natural f) := x®zC valued 2-form fi^ 
on X and TT : X —)> E is a (W, ())-Lagrangian fibration. If (Z, ip) is a Poisson 
surface and ip has simple zeroes along the fiber over ai or the two fibers over 
0.1,0,2 in S (cases 3,2 above), then there is a natural meromorphic Pj-valued 
2-form fifj on X with simple poles along the fibers over az- G S. Denote 
by i? a choice of a generic W-orbit in each of the polar fibers of X over E. 
The blow-up XR of X along the points "in" R is then a (W, i))-Lagrangian 
fibration (after excluding the proper transform of the polar fibers). Z0 may 
be thought off as a non-linear version of the line-bundle r*E(^i_1 ai) and 
XR as a non-linear analogue of the (W7, ())-Lagrangian fibration associated to 
semi-simple and regular coadjoint orbits i?ai, 1 < i < k, of G. It is interesting 
to note [29] that elliptic K3 surfaces as in case 4 admit stable degenerations 
to the union Zi U Z2 of two Poisson surfaces as in case 3 intersecting along 
a common polar elliptic fiber Zi fl Z2. 

Let q : X —> Y be the quotient of X by the natural VF-action. Theorem 
5.11 associates Prym integrable systems to (Zariski open subsets of) Hilbert 
schemes U of sections of Y —>> E (when Z is symplectic, otherwise work with 
the quotient q : XR —» YR). A theorem of Looijenga [27] and Bernshtein- 
Shvartsman [6] implies that the fiber 

Ya   :=   [Ea®zx]IW,     aGS 

is a weighted projective space when Ea is a smooth elliptic fiber of p : Z -> E 
(see also [16] Theorem 4.3). Notice that Ea ®z x is the identity component 
of the moduli space of principal i^-bundles over Ea, while Ya is the moduli 
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space of equivalence classes, under the action of the inner automorphisms of 
the root system, of the i?-bundles over Ea. In the next section a reduction 
theorem will imply that Y is also (a subset of) the relative moduli space 
•Mz/E -> S of principal G-bundles on the elliptic fibration Z —► E. The 
moduli space M of semi-stable principal G-bundles on Z will turn out to be 
a Prym integrable system. 

7.2    Principal Bundles on Elliptic Fibrations 

We describe briefly, following [9,15,16], the abelianization of the moduli 
space M of principal G-bundles on Z. By abelianization we refer to a 
rational morphism h : M —> U whose generic fiber is a generalized Prym. 

7.2.1    Reduction of a G-Bundle on an Elliptic Curve to a H- 
Bundle 

A vector bundle V on a curve E is stable (resp. semi-stable) if every proper 
non-zero subbundle V* satisfies the inequality ra^/vA < ra^v\ (resp. <). 
A principal G-bundle P on E is semi-stable if the associated vector bundle 
ad(P) is semi-stable. In the construction of the moduli space of semi-stable 
G-bundles on E one has to parametrize equivalence classes coarser then iso- 
morphism classes. The difficulty arises from jump phenomena: the existence 
of flat families of principal bundles V over E x JB, B an irreducible parameter 
scheme, such that the restriction of V to a generic fiber E x {6}, b G S, are 
all isomorphic to a fixed semi-stable bundle Pi but the restriction to some 
fiber E x {bo} is another semi-stable G-bundle PQ. TWO such bundles PQ 

and Pi are called ^-equivalent. Consider the case where G is SL2 and E is 
elliptic. Choose a line bundle F of order two on E. Then Ext1(F, F) is one- 
dimensional and there is a universal rank 2 vector bundle V on E x Ext1 (F, F) 
with trivial determinant whose restriction to E x {6}, b ^ 0, is the unique 
non-trivial extension of F by JP while its restriction to E x {0} is the direct 
sum F © F. The generic S'-equivalence class of a rank 2 semi-stable vector 
bundle with trivial determinant is the isomorphism class F © F~l for some 
F € Pic0(E) but there are four coarser S'-equivalence classes corresponding 
to the four line bundles of order 2. 

Assume now that the curve is a smooth elliptic curve E.   The main 
reduction theorem for G-bundles on E is: 

Theorem 7.1 ([16, Proposition 3.9]). Let P be a semi-stable principal 
G-bundle over E. 

1. P is S-equivalent to a principal G-bundle P' which admits a reduction 
to a H-bundle unique up to the W-action on H. 
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2. P is S-equivalent to a principal G-bundle P" which is regular in the 
sense that 

dimH0(E,ad(P))   = rank(G) . 

P" admits a reduction to a rank(G)-dimensional connected commuta- 
tive subgroup of G which is a regular centralizer and is unique up to 
conjugation. 

The case of SLn is due to Atiyah [1]. A semi-stable vector bundle V with 
trivial determinant line-bundle over an elliptic curve E is S-equivalent to a 
direct sum of line-bundles of degree zero whose tensor product is the trivial 
line bundle 

V  =  V := ©^Ui^      Fj G Pic0E,      and      ®f=l Fj = OE • 

It is also S-equivalent to a direct sum of indecomposable subbundles 

V  =  V" := ejUVj,       ®JLi detiVj) = OE  and   det(T^) 

are pairwise non-isomorphic. 

V" is a regular bundle. 
Theorem 7.1 part 1 introduces a bijection between the moduli space ME 

of S-equivalence classes of semi-stable G-bundles on E and the quotient 
[E ®z x]/W- 1^ can be shown that this bijection is in fact an isomorphism 
of algebraic varieties ([16] Theorem 4.3). For SLn it is easy to see that 
both [E ®i x}/W and ME are naturally isomorphic to the linear system 
\OE(npo)\, where po is the marked point on E (which is used to identify E 
withPic0E). 

7.2.2    Relative Moduli Spaces of G-Bundles 

We will assume from now on that G is simple and exclude the exceptional 
group E$. Denote by TT : Mz/z —>■ S the relative moduli space of semi-stable 
principal G-bundles over the elliptic fibration p : Z —> E. A point in MZ/E 

over a G E parametrizes an S-equivalence class of semi-stable principal G- 
bundles on the elliptic curve Ea. For example, if G = SLri) then Mz/z, '1S 

naturally isomorphic to the Pn_1-bundle P [Os © L'1 © • • • © L1-71] where 
L is the line bundle introduced in (7.1). For all simple simply-connected 
groups G, other than jEg, Mz/z is naturally isomorphic to the bundle of 
weighted projective spaces obtained from the vector bundle 

OE 0 L-dl © • • • © L-dr 
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by a Cx-action with weights go,...,gr ([15], [16] Theorem 4.4). Above, 
{di,..., dr} are the degrees of the homogeneous generators of the algebra of 
invariant polynomials on Q. The weight go is 1 and the weights {gi,... ,gr} 
are coefficients in the linear combination expressing the co-root dual to the 
highest root in terms of the co-roots dual to the simple roots. 

The isomorphism [Ea®zx]/W = MEa fits nicely in families and extends 
to the singular fibers to give: 

Theorem 7.2 ([16, Theorem 4.4]). The quotient Y of X by the natural 
W-action embeds as a Zariski open subset of MZ/E- 

7.2.3    A Prym Integrable System of G-Bundles on an Elliptic Sur- 
face 

We denote by M the moduli space of semi-stable principal G-bundles over 
the surface Z (the definition of semi-stability depends on a choice of an ample 
line bundle H on Z which we implicitly assume). A semi-stable G-bundle 
P on Z determines a section u(P) of MZ/Y, because its restriction to a 
generic elliptic fiber of Z -> E is also semi-stable. Consider the Zariski open 
(possibly empty) subset A40 of M parametrizing G-bundles P satisfying: 

1. The restriction of P to every fiber of Z —> E is semi-stable. 

2. The section u(P) is contained in the smooth locus of Y C Mz/z and 
is transverse to the branch locus of q : X -> Y. 

Let U be the Zariski open subset of the Hilbert scheme of sections of Y —> E 
which satisfy 2 above. Note that both M0 and U have, in general, infinitely 
many components. We get a natural morphism M0 —> 17, associating to 
each bundle a smooth VF-Galois cover qu : 5u(p) -> E. Following [9,17], the 
fiber is a generalized (twisted) Prym. The idea, roughly, is that the spectral 
curve tells us what is the restriction of the bundle to each fiber; the element 
of the generalised Prym tells us how these are glued together, in essence 
along the section cr(E). 

We briefly, and again roughly, summarise how this goes. The curve Su 

over each point a in E, is a VF-orbit of reductions to H of (an element in the 
S-equivalence class) of the restriction of the bundle to Ea. Another way of 
seeing this is that the curve parametrises compatible reductions to a Borel 
subgroup containing H of the bundle P over Ea, where the compatibility is 
that the associated reduction of Ad(P) should contain the global automor- 
phisms of P over Ea. There is then a tautological reduction of the lift of 
P to Su, giving a Borel bundle Pg. This then projects to an iJ-bundle PH 

under the natural projection B —> H. Twisting PH by a divisor associated 
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to the ramification points of S -4 E, as for the Hitchin system, gives an 
element of the Prym variety of S. 

Conversely, from the element of the Prym variety, one can get back P^, 
and then rebuild the bundle P over (7(E), as for the Hitchin systems. The 
curve Su then tells us how to reconstruct the bundle over all of Z. 
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